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Our exciting new talent 
at Salon Buzz needs models 
for training purposes. 
Receive a hair cut or color for drastically reduced fees. 
Bring in your student I.D. and 
your services are complimentary! 
Call us today for training days and times! 
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Echo magazine is published twice 
a year by the Columbia College 
Journalism Department. Contents 
copyrighted by Columbia College 
Chicago. Reproduction in whole 
or in part without written consent 
from the publisher is prohibited. 
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ers and editors for Echo must 
enroll in the College Magazine 
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editors can enroll as independent 
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10 Don't think. Just shoot! Lomography brings 
spontaneity to photography. BY STEPHANIE BASSOS 
10 To every sale there is a season. And a time 
for every purchase under heaven. BY KATE PALM 
11 The arctic cycle. Chicago bikers gear up for 
the snow. BY KIM REED 
12 The importance of being urgent. If you get 
ill or injured, an immediate care center is just 
what the doctor ordered. BY GREG KAZMER 
12 Intelligent design. Pizza didn't just evolve. 
The gods made it. BY ABBE MILLER 
13 Taming the paperwork. A guide to what you 
should keep and what you can toss. 
BY LAURIE MAISANO 
14 Hot dog heaven. Forget drive-thrus. 
Superdawg is an authentic drive-up. 
BY NATALIA KOSK 
15 Our man in D.C. Barack Obama urges stu-
dents to create change. BY MARLENE MORA 
16 Brief exposure. One Chicago woman is 
stoked about being seen in her underwear. 
BY KATE PALM 
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17 Let's Loop-de-Loop. Skate away your winter 
blues. BY MARIA SULTEMEIER 
17 Rhythm for the soul. Drum and dance cele-
brate the oneness of community. 
BY STEPHANIE BARNES 
18 The choir preaches on. Scotland Yard strikes 
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19 This is grand! Unmasking the phantom 
voice of the CTA. BY AMANDA DENNIS 
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creates a masterpiece ... or just a piece. 
BY ABBE MILLER 
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mark has stayed ahead of its time since the 
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21 Look out below! A slippery problem comes 
to a sidewalk near you. RY ROB BUIKEMA 
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25 HOME Quick fix. How to ensure that you 
get your security deposit back. BY AMANDA DENNIS 
26 FOOD Middle Eastern munchies. Armenian 
"hot pockets" are perfect make-now, eat-later 
meals. BY LAURIE MAISANO 
29 WORK An extra set of hands. The quirky, 
unpredictable world of personal concierge serv-
ices is booming. Does it need you? BY KATE PALM 
31 PLAY Buyer beware! How to avoid a bad 
spring break trip. BY ROB BUIKEMA 
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United States, has it lost something in 
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by Katrina start over in Chicago. 
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ships require TLC. Here's how to care for them. 
BY LAURIE MAISANO 
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Book of World Record holders. BY KIM REED 
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BY MARIA SULTEMEIER 
50 Global grocers. The best foods from around 
the world can be bought right here in Chicago, 
if you know where to look. BY AMANDA DENNIS 
54 The art of the matter. Three Latino 
Columbia instructors talk about art, teaching 
and inspiration. BY MARLENE MORA 
56 The write stuff. Does your penmanship 
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62 Devastation and rebuilding. What can we 
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Putting it all together 
Barreling by every five to 15 minutes, the "L" breaks the concentration of the Echo writers 
and editors. Despite this and other distractions, the 14 of us have gone from flip-flops to 
parkas, from unpublished writers to the staff of a working publication. 
We knew this was our opportunity to put everything we had learned over the past several 
years into practice. In the beginning, it was impossible for us to imagine how it would all 
come together. Before Echo, only professors critiqued our stories and ideas. This time 
around, we would have an audience and we wanted to provide something unique for them. 
On the first day of class, we gathered around a conference table and discussed our goals 
for the magazine. We knew what it was like to work alone: no editors, no art, no layout. Now 
we would work together, assign photos and illustrations, and help lay out the pages. As we 
brainstormed, it became obvious we were all on the same page (brilliant pun intended). 
Within one month, we were immersed in writing and editing. As our articles formed, so 
did our friendships. We became a magazine staff, relying on each other for every minute 
detail. This set the standard for the rest of the semester. 
We sent each other updates on our stories and suggestions. (Our email accounts now have 
bulging "Echo" folders.) We strategized about photos and illustrations (which are still being 
placed as we write). We edited for style, for content and for accuracy. Our dog-eared style-
books are stained with coffee. "Did someone say Starbucks?" 
As time progressed, we learned the magazine process from start to finish. With red pens 
in hand, we went over the pages again and again and again, taking out dangling modifiers 
and misplaced apostrophes. We meticulously checked the information in our stories. (Is 
Armenia really in the Middle East? Is pidgin in English spelled like those flying rodents 
inhabiting the warmers at the "L"?) 
[Cue Green Day's "Time of Your Life"] We couldn't have done any of this without our 
advisors: Sharon Bloyd-Peshkin, who thankfully possesses an almost scary pleasure in edit-
ing, and Elio Leturia, who skillfully designed our pages while rolling R's when pronouncing 
our new font, Fr-r-r-r-rutiger, excitedly in his Peruvian accent. We would also like to thank 
Stacy Smith, our student art director who coordinated the photos and illustrations; Chris 
Richert, who brought in all the ads; and Josh Covarrubias, for our new logo. 
In five hours and 51 minutes, three months of work will go to the printer. 
We think this magazine speaks for itself. But if you'd like a teaser ... this is your golden 
ticket to the Willy Wonka Chocolate Factory of all magazines. We say this as the most mod-
est of all magazine staffs. We hope you agree. 
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PHOTOS BY BRIAN MILO 
These three images by award-winning lomographer Brian Milo were shot with a Lomo LC-A camera using 
slide f ilm, and developed using the color process {cross-processing). 
on' 
• 
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Lomography brings spontaneity to photography 
LOMOGRAPHY IS PHOTOGRAPHY 
gone bad-in a good way. Where a 
digital camera excels for sharp, accu-
rate and properly lit photos, lomog-
raphy uses funky cameras that do 
the opposite, yielding distorted, 
blurry and overly exposed images. To 
be considered a good lomographer, 
one doesn't need to know how to 
focus a camera, set a shutter speed, 
or even look through the viewfinder. 
The essence of lomography is to 
take pictures of anything and every-
thing, with the hopes of capturing 
things and people the way they 
were at a particular moment, twist it 
around, and give it a new perspec-
tive. 
"For me as a photographer, work-
ing with a camera's controls has 
always been the least exciting part 
of photography," says Tammy 
Mercure, a photography teacher at 
Columbia College. "With Lomos, 
that part is taken away. It is very lib-
erating to just have fun shooting, 
only having to set one or two set-
tings, like sunny or cloudy." 
Lomo cameras are specifica lly 
made to be highly sensitive to light 
and often have slightly distorting 
lenses. Certain types of Lomo cam-
eras also al low the photographer to 
create double exposures and take 
two pictures in one frame. 
"I think there are different goals 
for someone who is a good photog-
rapher and someone who is a good 
lomographer," says Mercure. "A 
good lomographer makes photogra-
phy a part of their everyday life, 
always carrying a camera around, 
always snapping photos, and not 
being concerned about the outcome 
as it is more about the doing." In a 
time where digital photography and 
its accuracy is so prominent, lomog-
raphy also brings back the pleasure 
of dropping film off at the one-hour 
photo store and anxiously waiting 
for the results. 
Brian Milo, a photographer and 
lomographer from Rockford, Ill., was 
introduced to Lomo cameras by a 
friend in 2003. Since then he has 
won six lomography contests. "The 
way I shoot is basically just by react-
ing to the environment," he says, 
"You have to be quick. Don't let the 
moment pass you by, because it will 
LOMO RULES 
According to the Lomographic 
Society, here are the 10 rules 
for lomography: 
1 Take your camera 
everywhere you go. 
2 Use it anytime, day or night. 
3 Lomography is not an 
interference in your life, 
but a part of it. 
4 Shoot from the hip. 
5 Approach the objects of 
your lomographic desire as 
close as possible . 
6 Don't think. 
7 Be fast. 
8 You don't have to know 
beforehand what you've 
captured on film. 
9 You don't have to know 
afterwards, either. 
10 Don't worry about the 
rules. 
For more info, visit 
www.lomography.com 
never happen again." 
As with any art form, patience 
and experience are necessary for sat-
isfying results. It may take a few rolls 
of fi lm to figure out what works and 
what doesn't. "I also think the 
amount of creativity within a person 
makes a big difference between 
average photos and photos that say 
something," Milo says. "Either way, 
as in regular photography, you have 
to shoot a lot to get the real ly good 
stuff." 
-STEPHANIE BASSOS 
To every sale there is a season Anct a timeforeverypurchase u~cter heaven 
THERE IS A TIME TO BUY TOWELS, JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE a time to buy televisions, a time to Appliances Art supplies Housewares Women's shoes Jewelry Bedding buy ... turkey? The retail world is Books Jewelry Luggage Painting Small Men's clothes 
full of specia l sales and seasonal Linens TVs/stereos Winter sales supplies appliances Women's 
deals, and if you hunt them down Turkey/ham Sports equip- Frozen foods Dairy TVs shoes 
at the right time of the year, you ment Pre-Easter sales Beverages Dairy 
could save yourself a bundle. 
Whether it's a big buy or small 
AUGUST NOVEMBER DECEMBER stock-up, the month you buy your JULY SEPTEMBER OCTOBER 
Electronics Car batter- Bicycles Cars (old models) Blankets & Blankets & products makes a large difference. Handbags ies/mufflers Cars (old Fall/winter quilts quilts To help you be a savvy consumer, Men's Cosmetics models) clothing Cars (used) Cars (used) 
here's a calendar of what's in sea- shirts/shoes Coats Fall clothing Major appliances Shoes Shoes 
son when. Summer clothes Canned goods Lamps Women's coats Linens Jewelry 
-KATE PALM 
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Chicago bikers gear up for the snow 
CHICAGOANS ARE A RARE BREED, stepping into shorts on 45-degree 
days and hosting barbecues at the f irst sign of grass, so it should come 
as no surprise that some residents mount their bicycles on a year-round 
basis. The shocker is that these snow-slathered commuters have a lot of 
likeminded, welcoming friends and they're looking for more. 
"Most people who try it quickly realize that not only is it not nearly 
as hard or as bad as yoy think, but it can be a great time," says Lisa 
Phillips, former Bike Winter Co-Chair, who averages 10 miles a day in 
the winter. " If you are bummed out by the lack of sunshine, or always 
put on a few more pounds from less activity, get stir crazy or bored, and 
especially if you get frustrated by digging out your car or waiting for 
the bus or train in the cold, winter cycling is for you." 
Despite intolerable winds and low temperatures, biking in winter 
isn't as difficult as it sounds when you are prepared and equipped prop-
erly. "Wind and wet are your worst enemies and once you cut the drafts 
and the moisture, you generate a lot of heat while riding your bike," 
says Rebecca McNabb, a winter cyclist for the last six years. 
All it takes is a willingness to try. Below are some quick tips from 
McNabb, the model with the bike. -KIM REED 
Dress in layers. Start with a wick-
ing t-shirt. Add a long-sleeve shirt, 
a layer of fleece, and an outer shell 
to break the wind. 
A velcro strap keeps your 
chain from eating your 
pants while keeping out 
drafts. 
Heavy grease on 
the chain keeps 
water and salt from 
washing away the oil. 
At the end of winter, 
get a new chain. 
Wool socks will keep 
your feet snug. 
Polypropylene liner socks 
transfer sweat away from 
your skin. 
At least one stud or hybrid 
t ire is good for extensive 
winter biking. It gives trac-
tion in all elements. 
Fenders 
should be 
kept clean 
to prevent 
rust build-
up. 
Waterproof boots protect 
against salt, snow and cold. 
Helmets keep your 
head warm and are 
essential safety items 
because the snow can 
be a blanket for a mine-
field of ice. Face masks 
typically aren 't necessary 
unless it's below 20 
degrees outside. 
• • 
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Eyeglasses or goggles 
protect from the rip-
ping wind and the sun 
and keep snowflakes 
from hitting your eyes. 
Backpacks are better 
than messenger bags 
because they don't 
shift unexpectedly and 
throw you off balance. 
A headlight will 
increase visibi I ity 
on the road, espe-
cially since it gets 
dark early in the 
winter. 
Protect hands with 
windproof, water-
proof mittens or 
insulated gloves. 
Put hot tea or cocoa in 
a water bottle on cold 
days. An insulated water 
bottle will keep it warm 
for hours. 
,, 
Take off toe clips. 
Big platform pedals 
are better for 
boots. 
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If you get ill or injured, an immediate care center is just what the 
doctor ordered. T rouble is, there's only one in downtown Chicago. 
WHERE TO FIND CARE 
If you live downtown, Michigan 
Avenue Immediate Care is your 
best bet-if you're convenient-
ly ill during work hours on 
weekdays. Otherwise, you may 
need a car to reach an urgent 
care center. Here are five that 
are closest to Columbia College. 
IT'S SATURDAY MORNING. Your 
throat is sore, your head is throb-
bing and your stomach is in knots 
(and you didn't even go out booz-
ing the night before). Where can 
you get immediate care if the stu-
dent health center is closed and 
you don't have a doctor in the 
area? The emergency room may be 
your only option. If you go there, 
however, you're likely to 
wait for hours 
while the true 
. 
emergencies 
are attended to 
first. 
Urgent care centers are 
ideal for this kind of situation. 
They provide medical assistance 
for minor illnesses, injuries and 
infections. "Ninety-five percent of 
all routine medical problems 
would be properly handled by 
urgent care centers," says James A. 
Runke, M.D., medical director of 
Michigan Avenue Immediate Care. 
Fevers, cuts, sprains and insect bites 
are typical of the maladies Runke 
sees on a daily basis. 
These conditions don't require 
a visit to the emergency room. 
"Certainly, if one is experiencing 
severe chest pain or shortness of 
breath, major head injuries or 
severe abdominal pain, they should 
go to the ER," Runke says. 
"But in general for students, it 
isn't necessary unless you have a 
gut feeling that something is really 
wrong." 
Pizza didn't evolve. 
T he gods made it. 
• ECHO WINTER SPRING 2006 
The primary role of the emer-
gency room is the treatment of 
seriously ill and injured patients. 
However, emergency departments 
are forced to provide "a significant 
amount of unscheduled urgent 
care, often because there is inade-
quate capacity for this care in-other 
parts of the health care system," 
according to a 2004 National 
Health Care Survey per-
formed for the 
Centers for 
· Disease 
Control. 
Runke's center 
is the only one of its kind 
in downtown Chicago, and it 
is not open on the weekends 
yet. This means that students 
who don't have access to a car 
and fall ill on weekends have 
limited options. 
"If you live downtown and it's 
the weekend, you have to go to 
the emergency room," Runke says. 
That means a longer wait time to 
see a doctor and a bill that Runke 
warns will be "mind-boggling" 
compared to the fee of an immedi-
ate care center. 
The typical emergency room bill 
can range from $300 to $500 per 
visit. Fees at urgent care centers are 
a fraction of that, although the 
actual cost depends on type of the 
type of insurance you have, the 
range of tests that are performed, 
and how many departments you 
visit within the ER. 
6th Century B.C. 
Persian 
soldiers 
bake flat 
breads 
on their 
shields, 
then use 
them as edi-
ble plates for 
cheeses and 
dates . 
"It's so expensive at the emer-
gency room because you're paying 
for overhead," explains Ann Marie 
Nolte, an 18-year industry veteran 
of Physicians Immediate Care 
Center on Cicero Avenue. "You may 
get four or five different bills for 
the different departments you see 
there. But at an urgent care center, 
you will only get one bill and it will 
be cheaper." 
At Michigan Avenue Immediate 
Care and Physician's Immediate 
Care Center, patients are seen by a 
doctor, regardless of the severity of 
the medical problem. These centers 
will transfer medical records to a 
specialist or primary care doctor 
and also will refer patients to spe-
cialists when needed. Both accept 
all forms of insurance, including 
Columbia's. 
So why are there so few urgent · 
care centers in downtown Chicago? 
"It's hard for these centers to stay 
in business because of malpractice 
insurance and overhead in gener-
al, II Nolte says. 
These factors have not deterred 
Runke from what he views as a 
necessary service to downtown stu-
dents and residents. "Because we're 
relatively new, we can't justify 
weekend hours yet," he says. "But 
in three months to a year, we will 
have either a physician's assistant 
or nurse practitioner on staff for 
weekends." 
-GREG KAZMER 
ILLUSTRATION BY CRYSTAL MOORE 
Michigan Avenue 
Immediate Care 
104 S. Michigan Ave. Suite 905 
312.201.1234 
Mon - Fri 8 am to 5 pm 
Physicians Immediate Care 
421 1 N. Cicero Ave. 
773. 794.1000 
Mon - Fri 7:30 am to 8 pm 
Sat 9 am to 4 pm 
Peterson Urgent Care 
2320 W. Peterson Ave. 
773.508.9300 
Noon - 9 pm daily 
Lifetime Medical 
Associates/Rush Union Care 
1645 W. Jackson Blvd. Suite 215 
312.942.8000 
Mon, Wed, Fri 8 am to 5 pm 
Tue, Thu 1 pm to 7 pm 
Every other Sat 8 am to noon 
Advocate Health Center-Sykes 
Center 
2545 S. Martin Luther King Dr. 
312.842.7117 
Mon - Thu 6 pm to10 pm 
Fri 5 pm to 10 pm 
Sat noon to 10 pm 
Sun 10 am to 6 pm 
3rd Century 
B.C. 
1st Century B.C. 79 A.O. 
Roman histo-
rian Cato the 
Elder writes 
about a flat, 
round dough 
topped with olive oil, 
herbs and honey, baked 
on a stone. 
Virgil's heroic epic, 
The Aenid, glori-
fies the Roman 
Empire and offers a 
shout-out to the 
. pizza. 
Beneath the ashes of 
Pompeii, archaeologists 
find evidence of a pop-
ular flat flour cake. 
These digs also unearth 
marble cooking slabs 
and various tools. 
• 
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>- Bank statements A couple of 
days is too long to hold onto these 
space vampires. "Once it's recon-
ciled, it can be torn up and discard-
ed," says Katz. If you ever need a 
copy of a bank statement, you·r 
bank can print one or give you 
access to it online. 
>- Credit card statements and 
utility bills Unless you need them 
for your tax returns or as proof of 
residence, shred these as soon as 
you pay them. "It's for your own tax 
record," says Friel. "Nobody's going · 
to come after you and say, 'Why did-
n't you save these?"' 
>- Warranties and manuals When 
you throw out that old stereo, toss 
the manual and warranty with it, 
Friel says. You can throw them out 
sooner if the manufacturer offers a 
paperless manual on the Web. 
A guide to what you should keep and what you can toss 
>- Greeting cards, memorabilia 
"When I ask people, 'Do you go 
back and look at these?' the answer 
is always, 'No,"' says Katz. She sug-
gests cutting out the written senti-
ment in the cards and placing them 
in a scrapbook with pictures, ticket 
stubs and programs, then trashing 
the rest. I HAVE A DIRTY LITTLE SECRET. It's 
hidden in a box in the deep recesses 
of my closet. I've transferred it from 
one residence to the next. As I aim-
lessly searched for some important 
tax documents, I had to pull out pay 
stubs f rom my high school job at the 
photo place and old birthday cards 
from my grandma. An hour later, 
with my life spewed onto my bed-
room floor, I screamed, "There has 
to be a better way!" 
I know I'm not alone here. How 
many t imes have you dumped 
paperwork in a box, promising that 
one day you'll organize it? Ooing so 
starts with knowing what papers 
1522 
you absolutely need to keep and 
what to do with the rest. If you fol-
low these guidelines from the pro-
fessionals, you won't end up with a 
basement full of these boxes by the 
time you're 40. 
>-Tax returns and forms The IRS 
has three years to audit you from 
the t ime you file, but there are 
always exceptions. According to 
Robert Rogers, a Chicago-area man-
ager at Jackson Hewitt, you should 
hold onto tax forms for at least 
seven years but no more than 10. If 
you're going to be audited, you'll 
know within 10 years, he says. 
>-Pay stubs Keep pay stubs for 
1830 7th Century 
Mozzarella cheese is 
produced in Naples 
from the milk 
Thought to be poison-
ous, tomatoes were 
avoided until starving 
Antica Pizzeria 
Port'Alba, the first 
known pizza shop, 
opens in Naples. of water 
buffalo. 
peasants desper-
ately sunk their 
teeth into them. 
Soon the tomato 
becomes a staple 
of the Neapol itan 
• pie. 
one year, says professional organizer 
Monica Friel of Chaos to Order in 
Park Ridge. When you receive your 
W-2 form, look through the pay 
stubs and make sure everything has 
been correctly recorded on the W-2. 
If so, shred the stubs and keep your 
W-2's with your tax records 
>-ATM receipts You only need to 
keep these for one month, accord-
ing to Nancy Katz and Lauren 
Silverman, professional organizers at 
Come to Order Clutter Consultants 
in Evanston. Katz recommends 
checking them as soon as you get 
your bank statement and then 
pitching them. 
1889 1905 
>- School paperwork/projects You 
slaved away on that term paper so 
you feel a twinge of guilt every time 
you try to throw it out. After your 
grades come in, and you feel there 
are no discrepancies, Friel suggests 
saving only your best work. Or keep 
everything on disk. That way, you 
save the information and space at 
the same time. 
>- Medical bills, student loans 
Check with your accountant or 
lawyer before discarding these, Katz 
says. Their shelf life depends on 
your situation. 
- LAURIE MAISANO 
1943 
Raffaele Esposito of 
Naples, the most popu-
lar Italian pizza chef of 
the day, creates the 
"Pizza Margherita" as a 
tribute to Queen 
Margherita. In honor of 
the colors of the Italian 
flag, it is topped with 
mozzarel la, basil and 
tomatoes. 
Gennaro Lombardi, 
America's "Patriarch of 
Pizza;" opens the first 
U.S. pizzeria in 
Breaking the flat bread 
mold, Ike Sewell of 
Ch icago's Pizzeria Uno 
introduces the world to 
New York City, 
offering his 
Italian-
American 
customers a little 
slice of the 
motherland. 
the thick, Chicago-
style deep-dish 
. pizza. 
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Forget drive-thrus. Superdawg is 
an authentic drive-in 
LOOK! UP IN THE SKY! It's a bird! 
It's a plane! lt's ... two 12-foot hot 
dog replicas dressed as Tarzan and 
Jane? 
Located on Chicago's Northwest 
side, Superdawg is one of the few 
fast-food drive-ins left in Chicago. 
The trademark towering 
wieners, designed by Superdawg's 
founding owners Maurie and 
Florence Berman in the 1950s, still 
beckon diners to the retro restau-
rant. 
"It's the only place to get a 
Superdawg," says 
one," Athan is adds. "It is fast, effi-
cient, good and consistent." 
The main building's glass exteri-
or allows passers-by to watch the 
cooks working in the open kitchen 
and the customers who choose to 
chow down inside instead of in 
their cars. Above them, hot dogs 
Tarzan and Jane stand on a square 
platform, winking. 
Customers who drive in press the 
black button on the menu board to 
place their orders. Ten minutes 
later, a carhop attaches a tray of 
food to their car win-
Michael Otter, 41, from 
Chicago's Bucktown 
neighborhood. 
Sitting alongside his 
buddy, Dean Athanis, 
55, from Sauganash, 
Otter recalls coming to 
Superdawg when he 
was a child in the 50s 
and 60s and seeing all 
the hot rods. 
Superdawg 
6363 N. Milwaukee 
Chicago 
dow. 
The menu isn't exten-
sive. Besides the name-
sake hot dog, 
Superdawg serves vari-
ous burgers, fries, a 
shrimp basket, shakes 
and brownies. 
773. 763.0660 
Mon - Thurs, Sun 
11 am to 1 am 
Fri and Sat 
11 am to 2 am 
cash only 
www.superdawg.com 
"We don't want a 
very broad variety of 
food," says Don Drucker, 
A loyal customer for 
the past 37 years, Otter still comes 
to Superdawg twice a month. 
"The hot dog is a higher quality 
hot dog," he explains, adding that 
the relish is the best he's tasted 
anywhere in Chicago. 
current owner of 
Superdawg. "We've always had the 
Superdawg and have always had 
burgers. We'd rather be good at 
doing a few things well than every-
thing not as good." 
-
. 
• • 
• • • 
Customers roll out in style after a 
classic meal at Superdawg. 
"When Superdawg first opened in 
1948 there were no McDonald's, 
but many drive-ins at the time, 11 he 
says. "Because of the Chicago 
weather, they've all faded away." 
So why did Superdawg survive? 
"We felt that we could do it bet-
ter, 11 he explains. "We developed a 
recipe that is our own. It's substan-
tially different than any other hot 
dog recipe that you'll find." 
Otter is glad Superdawg has sur-
vived. "Superdawg is quality and a 
fun atmosphere," he says. "It's fast 
food at its best." 
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"I would recommend it to any-
Drucker recalls the days when 
Superdawg wasn't so unique. - NATALIA KOSK Source: Mapquest JESSICA SETTECASE 
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1945 
After a tour 
of duty in 
Italy, American 
soldiers return 
to the U.S. with 
a love for the just-
catching-on pizza pie. 
• ECHO WINTER I SPRING 2006 
1957 
Pizza debuts in the 
freezer sections of gro-
cery stores in America. It 
is introduced nationwide 
by the Celentano Brothers, 
but within a decade, Totinos 
takes over as the top-seller in an 
increasingly competitive category. 
1958 
Two Kansas college stu-
dents borrow $600 from 
their mothers and open 
the first Pizza Hut. It 
grows into the world's 
largest pizza 
chain, with 
franchises 
in 84 coun-
tries today. 
.. 
1983 
To keep the gooey top-
pings from sticking to the 
insides of delivery 
box lids, 
Carmela Vitale 
invents the 
"pizza 
saver, 11 the I it-
tie plastic table 
found in the center of 
many del ivered pies. 
I ur man 
• 
• • • 
Obama urges students 
to create change 
AT THE 2004 DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL 
Convention, Barack Obama was 
catapulted to national recognition 
when he declared, "There is not a 
liberal America and a conservative 
America - there is the United 
States of America. There is not a 
Black America and a White 
America and Latino America and 
Asian America - there's the United 
States of America." Suddenly, a 
formerly obscure state senator 
from Illinois sparked the interest of 
young people, a group that is 
notoriously hard to interest in poli-
tics. 
''The first 
step to 
getting 
involved 
is getting 
informed'' 
Echo asked U.S. 
Sen. Obama what 
role young people 
can expect to play 
in American poli-
tics. "When you 
think about some 
of the biggest 
changes that have 
taken place in this 
country, whether it was the civil 
rights movement, the movement to 
expand womens' rights in this 
country, or creating pressure to get 
us out of Vietnam, those were all 
generated from college campuses 
and from young people," he 
replies. 
The fi rst step to getting involved 
1987 
is getting informed, Obama says. 
"It is easier than ever to be able to 
find out specifically where people 
stand on issues," he says. He recom-
mends looking at candidates' web-
sites as well as those of the League 
of Women Voters and other reli-
able voter-information groups. "If 
1990 
they need additional clarification, 
they should call up the campaigns, 
or go to the official websites of the 
candidates and find out whether 
their platform is one that the stu-
dents agree with." 
Above all, Obama encourages 
young people to keep instigating 
2001 
change in the country. 
"I just hope that people contin-
ue to feel inspired to bring about 
those changes, and to help the 
country look and freshen their 
ways about the problems that we 
are facing." 
-MARLENE MORA 
With Americans 
consuming 100 
Norwood, South Africa enters the 
Guinness Book of World Records with 
its massive pizza pie: 122 feet in diame-
ter, with a colossal crust composed of 
Pizza Hut jettisons 
the first pizza into 
outer space. 
International 
Space Station 
ILLUSTRATIONS BY ALEXIS MCQUILKIN 
acres of pizza each 
day, October is 
dubbed National 
pizza month. 
nearly 10,000 lbs. of 
""'-'~ flour and 200 lbs. of 
1 salt, and a topping of nearly 
·fl 2,000 lbs. of tomato paste and 
4,000 lbs. of cheese. 
astronauts are remind-
ed just how good their 
taste buds had it back 
on Earth. 
- ABBE MILLER 
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One Chicago woman 
is stoked about being 
seen in her underwear 
THEY ARE EVERYWHERE: in 
women's magazines, on the sides of 
buses and on billboards. They have 
become six of the most recognizable 
non-celebrities in the country, wear-
ing nothing but skivvies and a smile. 
This past spring, Dove launched 
its Campaign for Real Beauty, a 
groundbreaking series of advertise-
ments featuring women between 
size six and 12 who are not profes-
siona I models. Clad in white bras 
and panties, they confidently display 
their curves to promote Dove's new 
Firming Cream, lotion and body 
wash. 
Lindsey Stokes, 22, a recent 
Illinois Institute of Art graduate, was 
recruited as a Dove girl on a busy 
Saturday afternoon in the fall of 
2004 as she greeted shoppers at the 
downtown Gap store where she 
works. 
"A customer said to me, 'You 
should be in pictures!"' she recalls. 
Two hours later, she was 
approached again. "This photogra-
pher came in," she says. The woman 
was armed with copies of an ad 
campaign in Europe. "She was look-
ing for people to be in a couple pic-
tures and said I'd be perfect for it." 
In December of 2004, Stokes was 
flown to New York for a series of 
photo shoots. "I still didn't realize 
the extent of it," she admits. 
"People were working around me in 
my underwear! In that way it's a lit-
tle weird, but in the end, who 
cares? It's making a statement." 
Besides, Stokes shrugs, "It's under-
wear. Everybody wears it." 
It would be several months 
before Stokes realized just how 
much of a statement the campaign 
would make and how much it 
would change her life. "It's a risky 
campaign. It's setting a new trend, 
and that's scary at first," she says. 
"But it was the right thing to do. 
That's why it works." 
One day last spring, Stokes got a 
phone call from one of her fellow 
models. "She asked, 'Did I just see 
you on TV?"' Sure enough, a televi-
sion commercial featuring Stokes 
and several other women had hit 
• ECHO WINTER SPRING 2006 
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the airwaves. The campaign was off 
and running. 
Soon, Stokes was flipping pages 
of a magazine and saw herself 
again. "That was another time," 
Stokes recalls, her voice still tinged 
with disbelief. "My picture is in 
Vogue. Everybody's seeing this!" 
What made her campaign unusu-
al was that the Dove ads were 
untouched. "We wore just enough 
makeup for the lights, but there was 
no editing of the photos," Stokes 
says. "It was just us." 
It wasn't long before the media 
latched on to the campaign. Her 
debut on the Oprah show was in 
... 
·----
her bra and panties. "She loves the 
campaign and wanted us on the 
show," Stokes laughs, recalling her 
reaction. "You want to ta lk to us? 
You want us in our underwear? 
Okay!" 
"Meeting Oprah, that was it. It 
didn't hit me until then." She paus-
es. "Never mind. We met Katie 
Courie too," she adds, recalling her 
trip to New York with the other 
women to appear on The Today 
Show. "The fact that Katie loved 
[the campaign] said a lot right 
there." 
As far as further modeling goes, 
Stokes is keeping an open mind. "I 
STACY SMITI 
Lindsey Stokes, fully clothed, 
stands in front of her own image 
on a billboard in Chicago. 
probably wouldn't pursue it," she 
says. "Thaj's a life you'd have to 
want. It can be a lot of pressure -
especially if you're a sales associ-
ate!" 
Stokes' life has slowed down 
enough for her to return to work a1 
Gap Body, selling the same bras and 
underwear she modeled in the cam· 
paign. While her future plans are 
undecided, she remains humble 
about her "Dove Girl" status. 
"It really could have been any-
body," she says. "I'm your sister, 
your mother. That's what we're rep-
resenting." 
-KATE PALM 
.,-... , >"·' 
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Skate away your winter blues 
DOES WINTER MAKE YOU CONTEMPLATE transferring to a college in 
sunr:iy Ca lifornia? Don't leave the Windy City just yet. You can overcome 
those winter blues at one of Chicago's ice-skating rinks, where you can 
get some exercise and fresh air, even on a snowy day. Admission is free at 
all rinks. You can bring your own skates or rent them for a reasonable fee. 
- MARIA SULTEMEIER SKATE ILLUSTRATION BY CRYSTAL MOORE 
DALEY BICENTENNIAL 
PLAZA ICE RINK 
337 E. Randolph St. 
312.742.7650 
_. a 
COURTESY BROOK COLLINS 
This rink is located above 
the Monroe Street Garage 
in Chicago's theater district. 
It's part of Grant Park, 
which dates back to 1835 
when Chicagoans successful-
ly fought to protect open 
space along the lakefront. 
Hours Mon - Fri 10 am to 
3:30 pm & 7 pm to 9:30 pm 
Sat & Sun 8:30 am to noon 
Skate Rental $4 
Warm up with a cup of hot 
tea at Argo Tea, 16 W. 
Randolph St., adjacent to 
Chicago's theater district, 
where you can order a 
Gingerbread Chai or a Mate 
Latte. 
MILLENNIUM PARK 
ICE RINK 
55 N. Michigan Ave. 
312.742.5222 
COURTESY CITY OF CHICAGO 
From the 1850s to the late 
20th century, the Illinois 
Central Railroad controlled 
the land occupied by this 
rink, which is part of the 
recently completed 24.5-
acre Millennium Park, which 
Mayor Richard M. Daley has 
called"a crowning achieve-
ment for Chicago." 
Hours Tues - Thurs & Sat 
10 am to 8 pm 
Mon, Fri & Sat 
10 am to 10 pm 
Skate Rental $7 
Warm up with a cup of hot 
cocoa at Park Grill and Cafe, 
located next to the skating 
rink. Or venture across the 
street to Caribou Coffee, 20 
N. Michigan Ave. 
RIIS PARK ICE RINK 
6100 W. Ful lerton Ave. 
312.746.5363 
COURTESY CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 
Photojournalist Jacob A. Riis 
won national acclaim with 
his portrayal of the inner-
city poor in "How The 
Other Half Lives." Riis 
believed playgrounds pro-
vide "breathing spaces" for 
crowded urban areas. How 
appropriate, then, that this 
park was named for him in 
1916. 
Hours Wed - Fri 3 to 5 pm 
& 5:30 to 7:30 pm 
Sat & Sun 12:30 to 2:30 pm, 
3 to 5 pm & 5:30 to 7:30 pm 
Skate Rental $5 
Warm up with a sli'Ce of 
pizza at Marco's Pizza, 6008 
W. Fullerton Ave., or a bur-
rito at La Flor De Acapulco, 
6021 W. Grand Ave. 
For a complete listing of rinks outside the downtown area, visit www.chicagoparkdistrict.com. 
. Click on parks & facilities, then special features, then ice-skating. 
ARE EIDET 
Hazel L' Aura G, founder and 
facilitator of the We Drum Tribe. 
Drum and dance 
circle celebrates a 
shared heartbeat 
THE WE DRUM TRIBE gathers 
near the shores of Lake 
Michigan on the eve of the 
full moon from spring 
through fall to celebrate the 
seasonal expressions of 
nature, the wholeness of com-
munity, and the energy of the 
moon. 
Hazel L' Aura G, who also 
facilitates SheDrums (an all-
female "rhythm ritual") and 
Sanctuary (the funky church 
of cosmic rhythm)-says the 
mission is "empowerment"-
enjoyment, music-making, 
personal opportunity, wow!, 
exercise, rhythm, mastery, 
enlivening, nurturing, and 
transcendence. 
"Being a part of a commu-
nity drum circle can put us 
back in touch with the 
rhythms of our planet, with 
our own unique biorhythms, 
and bring us back to the joy 
of the heartbeat we all 
share," she says. "I remember 
that I am the embodiment of 
the goddess, and when I look 
into the eyes of my sisters and 
brothers around me, I see that 
divine spark shining in them 
too." 
- STEPHANIE BARNES 
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Scotland Yard strikes a new chord 
THE SCOTLAND YARD Gospel Choir 
(SYGC) is hardly what it sounds like. 
Neither Christian nor gospel, they 
have opened for bands like The 
Arcade Fire, Violent Femmes, Tegan 
and Sara, and British Sea Power. 
The Chicago band's first album, "I 
Bet You Say That To All The Boys," 
made numerous top-10 charts for 
best local album of 2003/2004, and 
they have sold out shows at 
Shubas, the Subterranean and the 
Empty Bottle. 
Matt 'Boston' Kerstein, on gui-
tar, vocals and keyboard, left the 
band this past October, but the 
remaining members, Sam 
Koentopp, 25 (drums), and Elia 
Einhorn, 26 (vocals, guitar, key-
board, lyrics), are working on their 
second album with hopes of com-
pleting it by spring of 2006. 
How did you come up with 
your band name? 
Elia: Matt and I both sang and 
played in the Universal Gospel 
Choir at Columbia College. Since 
we're both half British and half 
American, the two countries 
seemed to be represented in our 
name, which encompassed two 
quintessential aspects of our home-
lands. 
How do you describe your 
style? 
Sam: lndie rock, orchestral 
garage pop, or just rock 'n' roll. It is 
rock and roll music with a strong 
focus on lyrics, melody and orches-
tration. 
Did it take a while to find 
your sound? 
Sam: It's taken us until now, 
which is two years after we made 
our first album. 
What it really took was playing 
on the road, and playing 10 shows 
in 14 days in front of different 
audiences, and playing almost a 
show a week for two years. 
Now that Matt left the 
Elia: There will be more of what 
I write, which is more pop, indie 
rock and punk. 
Sam: The kind of crooning rock 
song will no longer be a big part of 
our sound. That was kind of 
Boston's thing; he's a crooning 
rocker. Elia writes more pop songs. 
Now our sound will be more 
focused in that direction and more 
focused in general. 
Elia: So less Springsteen and 
more Smiths. 
Why don't you have a 
record label yet? 
Sam: We're hunting. We've had 
major labels come out to the shows 
but nobody's offered a hard deal 
yet, but we already have nation-
wide distribution, and we've even 
ranked 75th on the CMJ college 
charts. 
Elia: So we're basically our own 
small independent label. We're just 
waiting for a better offer to make 
For more 
information 
on the 
Scotland Yard 
the big jump. 
We're waiting for 
a good and artisti-
cal ly f riendly label. 
What's your 
Gospel Choir inspiration? 
visit Elia: Bands that 
www.sygc.com create their own 
world in the music 
that somehow lets you know that 
you're understood, and gives you 
the strength you need to keep 
going in the real world. It's like tak-
ing you to a place, re-charging your 
batteries, and then sending you 
along. One of my song writing 
heroes is Morrissey, and he has a 
song called "Sing your life," that 
went, "Walk right up to the micro-
phone and name all the things that 
you love, all the things that you 
loathe," and that's what I try to do. Ti 
What did you learn from 
your first album that you're 
carrying on to the second? 
Sam: We learned to not be so 
derivative of a specific song or 
source and to mask our influences a 
I ittle more. 
What are your goals for the 
band? 
Sam: I want to be playing 200 
shows a year, making an album a 
year, have my face in magazines, 
and make a living as a musician. is 
Elia: I want to be able to tour 
internationally whenever we want, 
and I want to be big enough that 
we can do whatever we want 
whenever we want to, but artisti-
cally sound enough that we don't 
become bland. 
-STEPHANIE BASSOS 
'] 
band, how will your style STACY SMITH 
change? Sam Koentopp and Elia Einhorn say the band's sound w ill be " less Springsteen and more Smiths" now. 
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Welcome aboard orange line run 701. 
Passengers, please remove your bags so that other customers may sit down. Thank yo1 
Standing passengers, please do not lea11 ·ainst the doors. · 
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"THIS IS HARRISON. Doors open on 
the left at Harrison." It is comfort-
ing to know what stop is next-
the doors will open and life will 
resume. CTA regulars know every 
inflection and pause in the mono-
logue, but almost nobody knows 
the name behind the voice. He's 
just CTA Guy. 
In 2001, the Chicago Transit 
Authority decided to record the 
names of the stops on each train 
and bus line to help hard-of-hear-
ing patrons understand the opera-
tors' often garbled announce-
ments. The agency advertised for 
voice-over artists who could create 
the recordings. CTA Guy had to 
wait six months after sending in 
his audition tapes before he knew 
he landed the gig. (It's nice to 
know we aren't the only ones that 
wait for public transportation.) 
as t is train 7"""11 
Unmasking the phantom voice of mass transit 
CTA Guy spent two 14-hour 
days painstakingly recording and 
re-recording every bus and train 
stop, perfecting the pronunciation 
and enunciation. One of the more 
difficult was the Old Town Red 
Line stop. "North and Cly-born," 
he asked. "Or North and Cly-
burn?" (It's Cly-burn.) . 
The results of his effort are the 
reassuring reminders of exactly 
where you are. "I was able to cre-
ate that 'everyman' voice that 
Chicagoans have come to love and 
loathe on their commutes," he 
says. "They were looking for a tone 
that was neutral and didn't stand 
out without sounding automated." 
His informal, conversational 
voice sounds nothing like that, 
however. He frequently breaks 
into character voices, imitating a 
mad scientist, a computer geek, a 
dopey jock, an angry Italian mob-
ster and even a surfer dude. 
So why not end the mystery 
and unmask the phantom of the 
CTA? 
"Since this is my profession, I 
don't want to be pigeonholed as 
this being my only talent. I don't 
want people to hear my name and 
immediately disregard my ability 
to do more diverse character voic-
es," he says in a Tony Soprano 
voice. Then, switching to a a surfer 
persona, he adds, "And I really 
don't want to do voicemails for 
people, man. This is my job and I 
get paid for this, dude." 
ine trains at Lake. 
CTA Guy has agents in Chicago 
and his hometown, Milwaukee, 
and records in both cities. He lives 
between the two with his wife, his 
two children and his mother, and 
he carefully protects his identity. 
He's been hired by Sears, KFC 
and Pepto-Bismol and has even 
recorded cartoon commercials. 
He's currently in the very early 
stages of recording a novel in a 
foreign language. Though he can't 
provide specific details of the proj-
ect yet, he points out that this 
undertaking is particularly difficult 
because he does not actually 
speak a lick of the language. 
Though physically absent from 
Chicago, CTA Guy is always here, 
reminding riders, "Please stand 
back. The doors are about to 
close." 
-AMANDA DENNIS 
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TUCKED AWAY OFF Division Street 
on Central Park Avenue sits a non-
descript building with bricked-up 
windows and the letters "CHG" 
next to its heavy metal door. 
Chicago Hot Glass, the city's only 
glass-blowing studio open to the 
public, couldn't be more elusive. 
Clad in my required natural-fiber 
clothing, long pants and closed-toe 
shoes, I press the buzzer and am 
greeted by Samantha Lipscomb, my 
instructor for the day. With four 
years of glass-blowing experience 
under her wide, bohemian belt, I 
feel I'm in good hands. 
As we enter the sultry, industrial 
interior, I am compelled to shed my 
wool cardigan. Samantha explains 
that the high temps are due to the 
2100 degree Fahrenheit furnace 
that feeds the studio's five "glory 
holes" where unfinished pieces are 
reheated. The handful of artists 
who have congregated for the day 
have also tossed aside their sweat-
shirts and jackets. Donning sun-
glasses, we bask in the bright glare 
from the glory holes' interiors. 
Samantha starts me off with a 
brief tutorial on safety, during 
which she reassures me that 
Chicago Hot Glass has a long-run-
ning record free of injuries. The 
one-on-one ratio of teachers to stu-
dents helps keep novices like me 
from getting hurt. 
Then she gives me a choice: 
paperweight or juice glass. Both 
are ideal first-time projects for 
glass-blowing tourists like me. I 
decide that even though the papers 
on my desk aren't prone to fly 
away, I'll go for the paperweight 
just in case of an indoor gale. 
Samantha gathers a bead of 
glass out of the main furnace and 
work$ it up to the size of a golf ball 
at the end of the long steel rod, 
called a "punty." Then she carefully 
hands it to me. I feel a rush of 
adrenaline. It wasn't as though I 
was jumping out of an airplane, 
but for some reason, handling any-
thing referred to as "molten" sure-
ly seems daring. 
A novice artist creates a 
masterpiece ... or just a piece 
As with parachuting, 
gravity has a tendency 
to pull everything to the 
ground. My blob of glass 
is no exception. It con-
stantly threatens to 
slowly ooze onto the 
floor, so Samantha tells 
me that I have to keep 
turning the punty. 
Chicago Hot Glass 
1250 N. Central 
Park Ave. 
773.394.3252 
Private 
"Experience 
Glass" session: 
paperweight's interior col-
ors together and with my 
one hand constantly turn-
ing the punty, I go in with 
the extra large tweezers 
for a first attempt. The 
extreme heat causes me tc 
flinch and pull away. S55 
www.chicagohot 
glass.com 
"All of our nerve end-
ings are pretty much 
burned off," she laughs. Twisting and turning 
and rotating, I carry the 
punty over to the pie pans full of 
colored glass. I dip my blob into the 
fine shards of cobalt, all the while 
keeping the glass in motion. 
"It's like playing a musical instru-
ment," Samantha says. "Each hand 
is doing something separate while 
your mind is guiding the form." 
At my workstation there is a 
myriad of tools to keep my hands 
occupied, from oversized tweezers, 
tongs and paddles to more obscure 
looking devices such as the dia-
mond sheers used to shape and 
trim the evolving piece. Samantha 
demonstrates how to twist the 
After several passes of 
adding color, shaping and reheat-
ing, Samantha and I agree that the 
paperweight is as good as it can 
possibly'be. We carefully pop it off 
the punty and place it in the 
annealer, a device used to cool the 
piece to room temperature. In a 
couple of days, I will be able to 
take it home. 
Whether or not it's a master-
piece, I feel satisfied. I've produced 
a solid hunk of glass. The anticipa-
tion of placing it atop my pile of 
bills and junk mail-even though it 
has no intention of going any-
where-is almost too much. 
-ABBE MILLER 
TOP Abbe Miller's paperweight may not be a masterpiece, but it's a solid achievement. 
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This South Loop landmark has stayed 
ahead of its time since the 1890s 
, 
WHAT WAS ONCE A PROMINENT figure in 
Chicago's turn-of-the-century skyline now seems 
small in stature - that is, if you only take height 
into consideration. 
Columbia's eight-story Ludington Building 
(1104 S. Wabash) was one of the nation's first 
skyscrapers. Designed by William Le Baron 
Jenney, "the father of the skyscraper," and built 
in 1891, it was designated a Chicago landmark in 
1996 and is listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places. 
During the late 19th century, buildings over six 
stories tall were rare, but once Jenney discovered 
that a thin steel skeleton could support a tall 
structure just as effectively as the common stone 
or brick frames, builders began to look up to the 
inventive architect. 
"With cheap steel of a very superior quality 
and a light, dull glazed terra cotta and a strong, 
light fireproofing, we are ready to build as never 
before - light, strong and at a reasonable price 
within the reach of everyone who can afford to 
build at all," Jenney wrote in a 1890 issue of 
Inland Architect. "We have entered a new age -
an age of steel and clay." 
Jenney, an avid traveler, was inspired by the 
light bamboo structures in Hawaii and the 
Philippines that withstood strong tropical storms. 
His building also introduced Chicagoans to the 
all-clad terra cotta facade. The Neo-Grec columns, 
keystones and mouldings found on the building's 
exterior feature motifs of wheat, berries and urns 
that still cause heads to turn a century later. 
-ABBE MILLER 
1892 DRAWING COURTESY OF INLAND ARCHITECT 
William Le Baron Jenney's Ludington Building 
was one of the nation's first skyscrapers. 
ILLUSTRATION SY CRYSTAL MOORE 
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A slippery problem comes to a sidewalk near you 
THE FIRST TIME I SAW the bright 
orange "Caution: Falling Ice" sign 
propped in the middle of the side-
walk, I didn't know whether I 
should jump off the sidewalk or 
make a mad dash down the block. 
The thought of being bludgeoned 
by a large chunk of ice was terrify-
ing. Then I wondered, do people 
actually die from falling ice? 
These signs have sprung up on 
sidewalks all over the Loop, where 
there is a combination of tall build-
ings and heavy foot traffic. They're 
most common from January 
through March, when a mix of 
high and low temperatures makes 
it more likely that ice will build up, 
then melt and fall. 
"It really is just an act of 
nature," says Peter Scales, Public 
Information Officer for the Chicago 
Building Department. 
Dozens of people go to the hos-
pita I every year because of injuries 
caused by falling ice, according to 
Monique Bond, Emergency 
Management spokesperson for the 
City of Chicago. But there are no 
exact figures. "There is no category 
[kept by the city] for falling ice," 
she says. 
Only one person has ever been 
killed by falling ice in Chicago. In 
1994, Dona Id Booth of Brookfield, 
Wis., died of icicle-induced injuries 
when a 100-pound block of ice fell 
off the building that houses 
Neiman Marcus. After that, compa-
nies began putting out signs to 
avoid legal responsibility for 
injuries caused by falling ice. 
In reality, however, you have a 
better chance of being hit by a 
bicycle while walking down the 
cluttered streets of downtown 
Chicago, says Chicago Police Sgt. 
Joe Andruzzi. He says bike police 
see an average of two collisions a 
week between pedestrians and 
cyclists. There are no plans for 
"Caution: Cyclists" signs yet, how-
ever. 
-ROB BUIKEMA 
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New Saturday Hours! 
9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
·---
Apple Store at Columbia College 
Suite 224 
33 East Congress Parkway 
~,'.I'(<"'<•,,;,;< -~ 
-
(312)-344-8622 
www.colum.edu/applestore 
applestore@colum.edu 
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H I A G 0 
BY AMANDA DENNIS 
Apartment living is great when problems are the landlord's burden. But when it's time to 
pack up and you're counting on getting your secu-
rity deposit back, how are you going to get that red 
wine stain out of the carpet, remove the candle 
wax from the window ledge, and fix the bathroom 
door that won't close? Echo turned to the experts 
for their advice. 
REPAIRS 
Amy Wynn Pastor, 'author of Yes You Can! 
Home Repairs Made Easy, recommends these 
easy solutions to common household bumps and 
bruises. 
Small drywall holes. Landlords don't 
appreciate small holes dotting the walls. Fix 
them by squirting a small amount of white tooth-
paste into each hole. Scrape off any excess with a 
screwdriver head. 
Sticky door. You wanted a red door; now 
you have to paint it white. In older apartments, 
doors might have a build-up of several coats of 
paint, causing them to stick or keeping them 
from closing completely. Remedy this by scrap-
ing off extra layers with a chisel before repaint-
• 1ng. 
Broken light bulb. Turn off the power, 
cut a potato in half, and jam it into the bro-
ken pieces of glass. Then unscrew it. 
Clogged toilet, sink or tub. If 
there's little or no water in the toilet 
bowl, add water to fill it half way. 
Then pump the plunger up and 
down 12 times. If the water disap-
pears, the clog is fixed. For a sink or 
tub, stuff a rag into any overflow 
opening before plunging, then run 
hot water through the drain for five 
minutes before using. 
Shower flow problems. If 
the shower sprays every which way but 
forward, unscrew the nut on the shower-
head with a wrench and scrub the screen 
with an old toothbrush to clean it. 
CLEANING UP 
Merry Maids, a national cleaning service, offers 
these tips. 
Stain removal 
Carpet: Mix two tablespoons of ammonia in 
one cup of water and blot the stain. 
Vinyl Floors: Rub in mineral spirits with a 
soft sponge. Let the spot dry for at least 30 min-
utes before walking on it. 
Blood: Rub liquid dish soap and a few drops 
of water into the stain. Let it sit for five minutes 
before rinsing with cold water. 
Candle wax damage. To lift wax stains 
on fabric or carpet, cut open a brown paper bag 
• 
MIKE MURPHEY 
BASIC TOOLS:• adjustable wrench• 16-oz. hammer • 25-ft. 
tape measure • screwdrivers: phillips and slot • utility knife 
• pliers: needle-nose and linesman • flashlight • sandpaper 
and place it on the stain. Use 
an iron on a medium steam setting and iron the 
bag; the paper will absorb the wax. On wood, fill 
a plastic bag with ice and place it on the spot for 
10 minutes. Then chip the wax off. 
Dusty mini-blinds, monitors and 
TVs. Dampen a sheet of fabric softener and dust 
the surface to eliminate static that attracts dust. 
Marks on painted walls. Dish soap and 
a soft sponge will suffice, but dry the spot right 
away to avoid water stains. 
Pet hair. Rub fabric surfaces, such as slip-
covers, comforters and drapes, with the rubber 
sole of a clean shoe to collect clumps of pet hair. 
Soap scum and toilet bowl rings. Fill 
tub or sink with warm water and dishwasher 
detergent. Soak for 15 minutes, then scrub. If 
necessary, rub very lightly with a wet pumice 
stone to remove any stubborn spots. 
Odors. Fresh air and sunlight will dissipate 
most smells. A small bowl of vanilla scent will 
absorb lingering odors. 
If you've left your apartment in good condi-
tion and your landlord is unwilling to return part 
or all of your security deposit, contact the Center 
for Renters' Rights at 773.244.8152 or 
www.renters-rights.com. 
Amanda Dennis can be reached at 
Amanda.Dennis@myoasis.colum.edu 
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Armenians are known for their delicious buffets of Middle 
Eastern appetizers called mezza. No Armenian celebration is 
complete without delicacies such as grape leaves stuffed with 
rice and meat, hummus (chickpea dip), tabooli (cracked wheat 
and parsley salad), and boreg (Armenian "hot pockets"). 
Making boregs (pronounced "bood-eggs") is a fun way to 
spend an evening with friends. The dough is easy to make and 
not temperamental. The fillings are quick to whip up and can 
be adjusted for personal tastes. Best of all, when you invite 
friends over to help, you can divvy up the tasks so everyone is 
part of the cooking community. The results are fabulous fresh 
out of the oven, or can be frozen and eaten for weeks afterward. 
BOREG DOUGH RECIPE 
3 1/2 cups regular all-purpose flour 
1 heaping tsp. baking powder 
1 tsp. salt 
1 cup butter (2 sticks), softened but 
not melted 
2 eggs (reserve one for brushing on 
top) 
3/4 cup evaporated milk 
1/4 cup regular milk 
Preheat oven to 350°. Line cookie 
sheets with parchment 
paper. 
In a large bowl, com-
bine flour, baking pow-
der and salt (1). 
15 equal pieces, for a total of 30 
pieces of dough. 
Roll each piece of dough into a 
ball. Place the balls on top of the 
parchment-covered cookie sheet (4). 
Cover with plastic wrap and place in 
the fridge for 15 minutes. (The dough 
needs to be slightly cool before you 
roll it out.) 
While the dough cools, set up a 
LAURIE MAISANO rolling station for each 
cook. Include a rolling 
pin, a fork, a small pile 
of flour and the fillings 
of their choice. 
Cut the softened but-
ter into the mixture 
using a fork (or your fin-
gers-much more fun!) 
to create a uniform, 
crumbly consistency. 
Crack one egg in a 
separate dish, scramble 
it, then add it to the 
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP 
LEFT Mix (1), roll into 
logs (2), cut (3) and 
First, flatten one ball 
of dough with the palm 
of your hand into a 
small circle. Dust your 
hands and the rolling 
pin with flour and gen-
tly roll out the ba 11 into 
a 3-inch diameter circle. 
Place a rounded 
roll into balls (4). tablespoon of filling on 
the bottom half of the round. Fold 
the top over the bottom. Seal the 
edges by pressing with the tines of a 
fork. Then place it on the parchment-
covered cookie sheet. After all the 
boregs have been stuffed, cut two 
sma 11 slits in their tops (for vents). 
Scramble one egg in a small bowl and 
brush on each boreg. 
crumbly mixture along with the evap-
orated and regular milk. 
Slowly bring all the ingredients 
together using both hands. At first 
the dough will be pretty sticky-ask 
one of your friends to sprinkle some 
extra flour on your hands as you 
knead. Continue until the dough 
comes together in one smooth ball 
and no longer sticks to your hands or 
the sides of the bowl. Don't overwork 
the dough; it will become tough and 
your boregs will be chewy instead of 
flaky and delicate. 
Sprinkle your work surface with a 
little flour. Take the dough out of the 
bowl and place it on the flour. 
Roll the dough into a log with a 
diameter of about 2 inches (2). Cut 
the log in half (3). Cut each half into 
fD ECHO WINTER I SPRING 2006 
Place trays on the middle rack of 
the oven. Bake for 20 minutes or until 
golden brown. 
Transfer the boregs from the cook-
ie sheet using the parchment as a 
"hammock" and let them cool for 10 
minutes on the parchment. 
Boregs can be frozen for up to 
three months. When you want a 
quick snack, pop one in the 
microwave for 1 1/2 minutes. 
.. I 1~ 
.. 
You can stuff boregs with sweet or savory 
fillings. They can be eaten hot out of the 
oven or frozen for up to three months. 
BY LAU RI E MA I SANO 
• 
Armenian 
''hot pockets'' 
are perfect 
make-now, 
eat-later meals 
(ORELLE PERRY 
FILLINGS (each recipe will fill 30 boregs) 
CHEESE 
1/2 lb. grated brick or 
muenster cheese 
1 cup small-curd cot-
tage cheese 
2 eggs 
1/4 cup fresh flat-leaf 
parsley, finely chopped 
Combine all ingredi-
ents in a medium-sized 
bowl. 
BEEF 
1 3/4 lbs. ground beef 
4 yellow onions, finely 
chopped 
1/4 cup butter (1/2 
stick) 
1/4 tsp. salt 
1/4 tsp. pepper 
1 Tbsp. fresh flat-leaf 
parsley, chopped 
1 Tbsp. fresh dill or 1 
tsp. dried dill 
1/8 tsp. ground red 
cayenne pepper (more 
if you like it hot!) 
Brown meat in a large 
skillet over medium-
low heat. Drain the 
excess fat. Add 
remaining ingredients 
and cook over medi-
um heat until the 
onions are translucent, 
but not browned. 
Transfer the mixture 
into a heat-proof dish, 
cover and place in the 
refrigerator for one 
hour. The beef filling 
must be cold before it 
is spooned into the 
dough. 
SPINACH 
2 boxes chopped 
frozen spinach, 
thawed and well-
drained 
1 bunch green onions, 
chopped 
1/2 medium yellow 
onion, chopped 
1/4 cup butter (1/2 
stick) 
2 eggs 
1/4 tsp. salt 
1/4 tsp. pepper 
1 lb. grated brick or 
muenster cheese 
4 oz. package crum-
bled feta cheese 
In a large skillet, melt 
butter on low heat. 
Add green and yellow 
onions and cook until 
onions are transpar-
ent, but not browned. 
Remove from heat 
and allow to cool to 
room temperature. 
Combine with remain-
ing ingredients. 
APPLE 
30 oz. canned apple 
pie filling 
2 tsp. ground cinna-
mon 
1/3 cup roughly 
chopped walnuts 
(optional) 
4 packets turbinado or 
"raw" sugar 
1 oz. milk (for basting) 
Combine pie filling 
and cinnamon in a 
bowl. Spoon a round-
ed tablespoon of the 
filling into each boreg. 
Sprinkle walnuts on 
top of filling before 
closing each pastry. 
After sealing, baste 
the top of boregs with 
milk instead of egg 
and sprinkle with 
sugar. 
BRIE AND APRICOT 
16 oz. Brie cheese 
12 oz. jar all-fruit apri-
cot preserves. 
Cut hard rind off the 
Brie. Spoon 1 table-
spoon of Brie into 
each boreg and top 
with 1 teaspoon of the 
apricot preserves. 
Close and bake. 
Laurie Maisano can be reached at 
Laurie_Maisano @yahoo.com 
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GETTING ON THE AIR & INTO PRINT 
Search for journalists and news outlets by name, 
beats, title, readership, ethnicity and language 
Customize lists and print labels 
Learn from journalists and media experts who 
offer advice in feature articles and video 
Order the book and CD 
at www.newstips.org 
crea ea a 
Chicago's first and most highly respected program is 
looking for the following: 
• 
EGG DONORS 
$5,000 com pensation to healthy women between the ages of 
20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will be evaluated, 
t ake medication and undergo a m inor su rgica l procedure. Se rious ~~) 
i n q u i r i es on I y. 
GESTATIONAL SURROGATES 
Min imum compensation $20,000. Healthy women bet ween the 
ages of 21 -35 w ho have given birth t o at least one child. 
Community Media Workshop 
www.nentips.org 
www.arr1.com 77 .327.7315 847.446.10 
The quirky, unpredictable world of personal concierge services is booming. 
BY KATE PALM 
Maybe you used to be Mommy's Little Helper. Maybe you're the 
first person others come to when they 
need a favor. You enjoy helping others 
and getting things done. 
But did you know that you could 
charge a fee? 
Over the past several years, person-
al assistant and concierge services have 
exploded to include more than two 
dozen businesses in the Chicago area. 
As people's lives get more and more 
harried, many are desperate for a help-
ing hand with everyday chores and 
errands-everything from waiting for 
the repairman to arrive to walking the 
dog to paying the bills. 
It was upon this realization that 
Angelyn Anderson founded Diva on the 
Go in 2004. "I don't know what my 
karma is," the company's founder says. 
"But whenever someone needed some-
thing, they came to me." So she 
thought, "I'm going to start charging." 
A personal concierge service located 
on Chicago's North Side, Diva on the 
Go strives to make your life "fabulously 
simple, darling." For a starting rate of 
$30 an hour, the divas are at their cus-
tomers' beck and call. They also offer 
weekly and monthly packages for regu-
lar clients. 
"It just seemed like a natural pro-
gression," Anderson says. "Sometimes 
an extra set of hands is very beneficial." 
Teresa Frith and Ann Van Damme founded A 
World Class Concierge Service, Inc. in December 
2003 after discovering that they could have used 
such a service themselves. "I used to travel 90 per-
cent of the time," says Van Damme. "I just never 
had time to get things done. When you're going all 
the time, your personal life starts to fall apart." 
Everything from paying the bills to remembering 
to feed the cat had become an addition to her "to-
do" 1· t lS. 
Based in Chicago's Uptown neighborhood and 
Does it need you? 
Van Damme believes this is part of 
the reason her company is growing. "As 
people get more and more job responsi-
bility they have less personal time," she 
explains. "The time they do have they 
really don't want to spend paying bills, 
going to the dry cleaners. They want to 
be able to enjoy their leisure time." 
Van Damme and Frith have 15 to 20 
regular clients. Like Diva on the Go, 
their company hires independent con-
tractors to perform some tasks, like 
jobs involving catering or heavy lifting 
and moving. Rates for the concierge 
service are $25 to $55 per hour, 
depending on the type of job and when 
it needs to be done. 
Regular customers rely on concierge 
services to perform tasks that only a 
best friend might otherwise be able to 
do. A World Class has one customer 
who "always has unusual and last-
minute requests," Frith says, such as 
finding tennis matches that he forgot to 
tape for his busy wife. "That's how he 
found us originally," she laughs. "He 
said, 'You have to find this or I'm get-
ting a divorce."' 
"We establish a relationship with 
[our customers] because we're so 
involved in their lives," Van Damme 
adds. "Trust is a big factor." 
As concierge services grow, the 
demand for fresh, creative, responsible 
assistants is sure to increase. This may 
mean jobs for college students or, pos-
PHOTOILLUSTRATION BY STACY SMITH sibly, business opportunities. 
serving both city and suburbs, A World Class meets Anderson suggests that would-be personal assis-
the needs of "time challenged" individuals and tants start by reading The Concierge Manual by 
businesses with services such as home and office Katharine Giovanni, which she calls "the concierge 
organization, party planning and preparation, and Bible." Then, she says, assess your time and your 
moving assistance. willingness to give it up to help others. Finally, ask 
According to Anderson, the average American yourself if you're ready for the responsibility of 
spends about two hours a workday dealing with managing your own buniess. 
personal plans and errands. When this is added to ''You have to have that entrepreneurial spirit," 
the time spent working and commuting, there's not she says. ''You have to be a self-starter." 
much left for leisure. "People are not making time Kate Palm can be reached at 
for themselves," she says. kathleen.palm@myoasis.colum.edu 
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How to avoid a bad 
spring break trip 
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, · ·..:\\ . effort to resolve problems, too . 
,."._.h._~--:- _ . ~. Bargain Tours LLC, out of Connecticut, is 
't;.,, ~ •· ~" ). in good standing with the BBB. (Bargain 
•)'; ~ -" ., •-..._.:.. £, · Tours operates under the names Bargain 
-:---... '"' ~-~;,.-:,-: -;;,--:.,! · ~ --, Travel Inc., Bargain Vacations LLC, 
- - · ., - •, f.fi! \J Great Bargain Tours LLC and Spring 
,~ Break Express.) 
l\ Eddie Davis, director of sales at 
.., Bargain Tours, says his company is suc-
cessful because it has representatives at 
its spring break destinations. "If there's a prob-
lem, there's someone there to handle it," he says. 
Bargain Tours also sets up nightly events for stu-
dents on spring break trips. 
Not every company holds a satisfactory record, 
however. STA Travel in Chicago received one 
complaint over the past 36 months to which it did 
not respond. This doesn't mean that STA isn't 
a responsible company, but it suggests 
that it may not promptly respond to 
complaints. 
Lynn Tamplin, travel advisor for 
STA, says the company uses responsible 
vendors and has advisors who travel to the 
destinations to make sure the hotels are adequate. 
"Everyone is clear about their trip," she says. 
"They read and sign a contract so that they know 
[what they're paying for]." 
In addition to checking the BBB website, stu-
dents can take advantage of their access to Lexis-
• 
Nexis and do a little research of their 
own. 
A quick search of that database 
reveals a 2004 case filed by Jay Nixon, 
attorney general of Missouri, against 
nine travel companies that had failed to 
BY ROB BUIKEMA 
Imagine for a moment the perfect spring break destination: a hotel on a glorious white sand 
beach, meals and drinks included. 
free meals and drinks. They advertise in school 
newspapers, adding to their image of legitimacy. 
Some travel agencies hire student representatives 
to sell spring break trips to their peers. 
provide the services they sold to 154 
people. These firms included Student Express 
Inc., a company that has since gone out of busi-
ness, which sold trips to 45 Missouri students 
between September 2003 and April 2004, and 
then sent an email message in May explaining that 
the trips had been canceled due to "financial cir-
cumstances beyond the company's control." The 
students never received a refund for the trip. 
Now flash back to reality in which "steps from 
the ocean" turns out to be 
So how do you know if a company will deliver 
what it promises? 
blocks from the ocean, 
small insects have made a 
home where you intend-
ed to sleep, and the free 
meals and drinks would-
n't satisfy an anorexic 
teenager. To make mat-
ters worse, when you call 
to complain, the travel 
company that sold you 
the trip seems to be on 
vacation. 
A number of travel 
companies appeal to col-
lege students by offering 
inexpensive spring break 
trips with incentives like 
DOING YOUR HOMEWORK 
>- Beware of trip packages that sound 
too good to be true. 
>- Research the company, airline and 
hotel before signing anything. 
>- Know what the trip includes: airfare, 
hotel, meals, drinks, etc. Call the airline 
and hotel to confirm the reservation. 
>- Ask fami ly and friends to recommend 
travel companies they've had good expe-
riences with. 
>- Know the cancellation policy. 
>- Get all details of the trip in writing 
and make sure it agrees with the con-
tract you're signing. -RB 
Before booking that 
cheap trip to Cancun, do 
a little research on the 
firm offering the trip. 
Start with the Better 
Business Bureau (BBB), 
which lists how many 
complaints have been 
filed against more than 
two million companies 
over the past 36 months 
and how long it takes 
these companies to 
respond to complaints. 
In order to maintain a 
"satisfactory standing" 
with the BBB, a company 
must make every good 
This isn't a new problem. In 1999, 170 students 
from Illinois State University, on their way to 
Mazatlan, Mexico, were stranded when their 
plane never arrived to fly them out of St. Louis. 
The students arrived at their destination a day 
late, and they weren't compensated for the time 
they spent sitting in the airport. 
Finally, make sure the person selling the trip 
can answer all your questions. Then get every-
thing in writing. Confirm the details of your flight 
with the airline and call the hotel you will be stay-
ing in to make sure it lives up to what the travel 
company told you. Finally, know the cancellation 
policy and be willing to exercise that option. 
Rob Buikema can be reached at 
rob.n.buikema@sbcglobal.net 
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As yoga gains popularity in 
the United States, has it lost 
something in translation? 
BY STEPHANIE BARNES 
Yoga has exploded in popularity in the United States. Today, 16.5 million Americans practice 
yoga, according to a February 2005 study conduct-
ed by the Harris Interactive Service Bureau and 
Yoga Journal. Participation among 18- to 24-year-
olds increased by 46 percent in just one year. 
Patanjali, who wrote the Yoga Sutras around 
200 B.C., might not recognize the techniques that 
are currently practiced under the name of yoga. 
From aqua yoga to mother /baby yoga, American-
style versions have little resemblance to the idea of 
a path toward self-realization practiced by eastern 
gurus and their students. 
These westernized adaptations trouble some 
yoga teachers. "What Americans are doing-prac-
ticing everything from hip-hop yoga to yoga with 
pets, using Hindu deities as knickknacks-is hurtful 
and insulting to the 5,000-year-old tradition," 
Swami Param of the Classical Yoga Hindu 
Academy, Dharma Yoga Ashram in Manahawkin, 
N.J. told a reporter for the Religion News Service. 
Laila Lee, an instructor at Nature Yoga in down-
town Chicago, encourages her students to learn 
more about yoga's spiritual rewards. 
"In this country, we take somebody's way of life 
and run with it," Lee says. 
Examples of this can be seen throughout the 
nation. Jivamukti Yoga Center, founded by David 
Life and Sharon Gannon in New York City, still 
incorporates the spiritual traditions. 
"There's this energy that you get from yoga that 
$ ECHO WINTER SPRING 2006 
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is more challenging than working out at the gym," 
says Jivamukti instructor Alyssa Scheunemann. 
"Our methods include nine recognized styles of 
hatha yoga, encompassing the ideals of five princi-
ples: scriptural studies, nonviolence, meditation, 
music and devotional practices." 
But one of Gannon's students, hip-hop media 
mogul Russell Simmons, diverged from the tradi-
tion, starting a yoga style of his own with a four-
part DVD series, Russell Simmons Presents Yoga 
Live, which incorporates hip-hop music along 
with hatha yoga practices. "When I think of 50 
Cent, I think of the high notes. When he sees me 
he thinks of yoga," Simmons told SOHH.com. 
Bikram Hot Yoga, founded by Bikram 
Chaudhry, offers traditional hatha yoga classes in 
temperatures up to 105 degrees. An offshoot of this 
style is Hot Nude Yoga, founded in New York City in 
March 2001 by Aaron Star, a yoga teacher since 
1997, who offers his body-strengthening classes 
strictly to gay men. 
Joseph Reid, an instructor at Hot Nude Yoga, 
says many people don't realize how serious the stu-
dio is. "Oh my god! Nude!" Reid laughs. "People 
hear, 'Hot Nude Yoga' and they think, 'C'mon, 
what's really going on?'" 
"From a teaching standpoint, it gives me a com-
pletely clear view of what kind of adjustment a stu-
dent needs when they are in posture," he adds. 
So has the proliferation of yoga forms in the U.S 
taken this practice so far from its spiritual roots that 
it can no longer be considered yoga at all? 
"The true spirit of yoga is about living," Nature 
Yoga's Lee says. "Yoga means 'to unionize and med-
itate.' Drinking a cup of tea can be meditating. 
People are doing a form of yoga every day and don't 
even realize it." 
Stephanie Barnes can be reached at 
steph7983@sbcglobal.net. 
As Ana Gasteyer leaves, Kristy 
Cates reveals her wicked side. 
BY MARIA SULTEMEIER 
Anew green-skinned witch is taking over Chicago, and she is wicked talented. Kristy 
Cates, 28, has been the standby for Ana Gasteyer 
in the role of Elphaba in Chicago's run of Wicked, 
the musical based on Gregory Maguire's novel. 
This prequel to The Wizard of Oz explains the 
relationship between Glinda the Good Witch and 
Elphaba, the Wicked Witch of the West. 
Cates, a California native, is no stranger to the 
land of Oz. She understudied the role of Elphaba 
and was an ensemble member in the original 
Broadway production in New York. Cates also 
played the role of Elphaba on tour in Toronto. In 
June of 2005, when Wicked became an open-
ended run in Chicago, Cates was delighted to join 
the cast as a standby for Gasteyer. 
Cates will officially soar as the lead Elphaba on 
January 24. 
The first role you were cast into was a 
witch in Into the Woods. Are you partial 
to playing witches? 
That's funny. I think I am drawn to witches 
because they have juicy roles. Witches go through 
so many emotional changes. And the witch in Into 
the Woods is the best role in the show. When I was 
a little girl, they wanted to cast me as a witch in 
Snow White. I refused to do it because I thought I 
would be ugly. So they made me a tree. I'm glad I 
learned my lesson. ~ 
So you've always wanted to be an actor? 
As a girl, I dreamed of being Judy Garland or 
Barbra Streisand. I would stand in front of my 
mirror and sing "The Man That Got Away'' by 
Judy Garland. Can you believe that? Eight years 
old! I admired her so much. 
Well, you have quite the cabaret voice. 
I actually sang cabaret when I was living in 
New York. There is something very intimidating 
about it. You're in this intimate room with like 50 
people, singing onstage, no costume or character 
to hide behind, just you. I learned a lot about 
singing. It's harder for me to sing in a room of 50 
than in front of thousands. 
How do you make Elphaba your own 
anders: 
• 
• 
when you play her? ,. 
By nature, she is sarcastic and playful. I try to 
bring this into her when I play the role. But when I 
am up there, I am not Kristy. I am Kristy playing 
Elphaba. 
Is there a back-up plan for you at the 
end of Act One if you don't defy gravity? 
Well, this has only happened on the tour, I 
believe. Basically the plan is to belt out the song, 
wave your arms, and pretend 
you are defying gravity. 
If you could play one 
other Wicked character 
for a night, which one 
would it be? 
I would like to spend one 
night as Glinda. I would 
never get called in for that 
role, even though I can sing 
the high notes. I just don't 
have the blonde, bubbly 
look. So it would be a change 
for me to wear beautiful 
gowns and be really funny 
for one night. 
You and Kristoffer 
Cusick, who plays 
Fiyero, both understud-
ied in the original 
Broadway cast . 
Kris and I were very good 
friends in the original cast. 
We were dance partners. I 
actually drove all his stuff 
here from New York City in a 
U-Haul. 
Does this friendship 
help your connection on 
stage? 
Well, if you're a good 
actor and in the moment, it 
should be easy to love any-
one if you are in character. 
But because we are so close, 
our interactions are real and 
we are comfortable touching 
each other. Hopefully, this 
transfers to the audience. 
We try to make each other 
laugh onstage. 
What advice do you offer to college stu-
dents entering arts-oriented fields? 
Believe in yourself even when someone may tell 
you otherwise. I've walked into casting calls and 
they've said, "No, we need a blonde." But I just 
kept on going. If you believe you can do it, you will. 
I know this sounds cheesy, but once you get there 
and reach whatever goals you may have, you will 
think, "Wow. I would have regretted not trying." 
I struggled to get where I am now. I worked full-
time and performed before making it, and I did a 
lot of free shows. If you really want to make it, do 
whatever it takes (if it's not illegal). If you want 
your goal badly enough, you will get there. 
Maria Sultemeier can be reached at 
maria_ adriana84@yahoo.com. 
STACY SMITH 
Kristoffer Cusick 
and Kristy Cates 
will play the lead 
roles in Chicago's 
run of Wicked 
beginning in 
January 2006. 
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Peace Corps vol nteers are 
surprised by the return on 
their two-year investment 
BY ABBE MILLER 
Crammed in the back seat of a tiny bush taxi with 
three other adults, some with children or goats on 
their laps, Columbia College graduate Angela 
Ratkowski, 24, tried to get comfortable for the six-
hour ride north. After three months of extensive 
language and cultural training in Lokossa, in the 
southern region of Benin in West Africa, the new 
Peace Corps volunteer was anxious to get into 
Parakou to use her new skills. 
Ratkowski was among the more than 180,000 
volunteers who have trekked across the globe since 
the Peace Corps was founded in 1961. They've 
worked in Africa, Eastern Europe, Latin America, 
Asia and the Middle East, giving 27 months of their 
lives to the cause of improving those of others. 
Although their title is "volunteer," those who join 
are compensated for their time. They earn a salary 
while working abroad; for those with Perkins loans, 
15 percent is forgiven for each year served. 
The Peace Corps began when John F. Kennedy, 
campaigning for president, confronted 10,000 
University of Michigan students with a challenge. 
"How many of you who are going to be doctors, are 
willing to spend your days in Ghana?" he asked. 
"Technicians or engineers, how many of you are 
willing to work in the Foreign Service and spend 
your lives traveling around the world?" Just a few 
months later, President Kennedy put his dream 
into action by establishing the Peace Corps as a per-
manent agency in the Department of State. 
The goal of the Peace Corps is to help people in 
need, but those who volunteer find that immersion 
in another culture benefits them as well. This is in 
keeping with Kennedy's vision of the program as a 
cultural exchange. 
Regaining faith in human nature 
Still, committing more than two years to volun-
teer work is a difficult decision. "I didn't know if I 
could do it for that long and be apart from my fam-
ily that long, but it was one of the best decisions I 
have ever made," Ratkowski says. ''You learn a lot 
about the world and a lot about yourself. You also 
gain a lot of confidence. If you can do this, you can 
do pretty much anything." 
When Peace Corps volunteers arrive in their 
assigned villages, towns or cities, they are given a 
month or so to get used to the language, meet peo-
ple and find their way around. "I remember my 
neighbors coming over right away after I moved in 
saying, 'You're the same as we are. We will take care 
of you. Whatever you need, just let us know,"' 
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Ratkowski says. "I lived among really wonderful 
people." 
Despite her warm reception, she still had to 
reassess all her instincts from back home. She 
recalls one late-night bus ride on Christmas Eve 
when she and three other volunteers were exhaust-
ed and still hours from their destination. A stranger 
invited them to spend the night at his home. "My 
first reaction was, 'I'm not comfortable going home 
with some random person that I met on the bus,"' 
she says. But the women finally decided to take him 
up on his offer because they needed a place to sleep. 
When they arrived at the man's house, his fami-
ly-aunts, uncles, sisters and brothers- who had 
been sleeping, got up to greet them and cook them 
a meal. The next morning the women awoke to 
another generous meal before their hosts pointed 
them in the direction of a taxi and wished them 
well. 
"It made me re-examine my thinking about peo-
ple-like my first reactions to beware of other peo-
ple and not to trust strangers and to expect the 
worst from people," Ratkowski says. "They were 
just being kind and generous. It was the best 
Christmas that I have ever had." 
Learning as much a .. s he teaches 
David Pritchett was 21 in 1964 when he was 
assigned to teach English as a second language in 
Nigeria. Like all Peace Corps volunteers, he had 48 
vacation days a year, and he chose to spend them in 
the West African country on his Honda motorcycle. 
Traveling on Nigeria's narrow footpaths, he was 
struck by how different everything and everyone 
looked, and yet how similar they were. "They 
mapped the DNA of all homo sapiens and essential-
ly, from a DNA standpoint, there virtually is no dif-
ference," he says of the people he passed on camel-
back and on foot. ''You can't tell race or religion." 
Back in Warri, in the southern region, Pritchett 
tried to project his voice over the tropical rain ham-
mering away on the schoolroom's tin roof. Teaching 
•• 
Pritchett says. "It was just the idea of knowing 
who's packing the ju-ju [tribal religion]." 
The people in Nigeria spoke pidgin English, a 
form of the language superimposed on an African 
grammar structure. It provided a common form of 
communication for the more than 500 language 
groups in the country. Even today Pritchett quickly 
recalls the haggling in the sub-Saharan markets: "I 
beg you, how much you sell 'em? Oh, no, no, no, 
that not be proper price. Bring price down small, 
small." 
While teaching proper English to his students, 
COURTESY OF ANGELA RATKOWSKI many of whom already had a grasp 
on the English language, Pritchett 
learned their form of the language, 
too. In this way, he exemplified the 
spirit of the Peace Corps: respect 
and learning in both directions of 
the cultural exchange. 
Finding a new family 
English was a common assign-
ment in the 1960s, he says, along 
with side projects to help the com-
munity. Today volunteers also 
help with business development, 
information technology, health 
and HIV/ AIDS awareness, and 
protection of the environment. 
These activities are chosen by the 
host countries, not imposed on 
them. "We were slotted into exist-
. 
Jamie Diatta, now a Peace 
Corps recruiter in Chicago, served 
in Senegal from 1999 to 2001. She 
got more out of her Peace Corps 
experience than she ever could 
have anticipated; She met her hus-
band Youssou while working along 
side him as an environmental edu-
cation volunteer in one of the 
small West African villages. 
COURTESY OF DAVID PRITCHETT 
In Nigeria, David Pritchett 
noted how much all people 
have in common and how 
rich their differences are . 
Before Diatta left, the 400 resi-
dents of Daga Diawdine and vari-
ous members of the neighboring 
villages gathered to wish her farewell in an elabo-
rate celebration, but the beating in her chest almost 
drowned out the steady rhythm of the drums play-
ing in her honor. 
1ng programs and existing systems 
and were a compliment to what was already there," 
Pritchett says. 
Over time, he came to understand and respect 
how differently his students viewed the world. "If 
one of them suddenly comes down with malaria, 
the immediate assumption-even though they 
knew enough science to know that malaria comes 
from a bacterium-was that someone had put a 
spell on this individual and made them sick," 
The modest Africans slaughtered chickens and a 
goat and offered her gifts of traditional clothing and 
food. "It always made me feel bad when they did 
that kind of stuff just for me because I didn't need 
it," she says. 
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LEFT After Jamie 
Diatta spent two 
years in Senegal, she 
decided to work as a 
Peace Corps recruiter. 
FAR LEFT Angela 
Ratkowski says her 
time in West Africa 
made her more trust-
ing of other people. 
The head wrap, just one of the many items 
Diatta received that day, was considered quite nec-
essary by her Senegalese family, however. "Only 
married women wear head wraps and they were 
giving it to me because they knew that I was bring-
ing my fiance home," she says. 
Their timing proved tricky however. They left 
Senegal on September 20, 2001, nine days after the 
attacks on the World Trade Center. "We were pret-
ty lucky that he was approved to come to the United 
States," she says. "It's extremely difficult and I did-
n't want to believe it until he actually passed 
through customs." As a result, she was hardly able 
to focus on how sad she was to leave her adopted 
village. 
Still, she missed her family and, shamefully, she 
admits that she dreamed about American coffee-
houses. "I was so angry at myself for craving it," she 
says. "They had instant coffee-Nescafe-and it was 
disgustingly ho1Tible. [I missed] the smell of the 
espresso, and the beans being grinded and 
brewed." 
With the nearly $6,000 readjustment allowance 
Diatta received when she returned to the U.S., she 
could buy as many cappuccinos as her caffeine-
deprived heart desired. Many returning volunteers 
use the money to pay for a car, a security deposit on 
a new apartment and basic living expenses while 
they apply for new jobs and get back on their feet. 
Diatta knew she would use some of her allowance to 
buy warm clothes for Youssou, who would have to 
adjust to Chicago's harsh winters and would need a 
winter wardrobe. 
Now it would be his turn to adapt to a new and 
foreign surrounding. But Youssou wouldn't have to 
do it alone. The strength Diatta gained while serv-
ing in the Peace Corps and her understanding of the 
challenges of fitting into an unfamiliar culture 
would help Youssou through his period of transi-
tion, as would the bond they had created while 
working together to help others. 
Abbe Miller can be reached at abbemiller@ 
hotmail.com 
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ike the water that would eventual-
ly crash through New Orleans' 
levees, evacuating vehicles 
poured onto the interstates and 
highways during the morning of 
August 27, 2005. Waves of pick-
up trucks, SUVs, and compact 
cars flooded the bayou state's open lanes. 
Christina Hansen, 22, and three of her friends 
merged into this sea of fleeing motorists around 6 
p.m., moving at five to 10 miles per hour along the 
exclusively northbound Highway 55. 
"There were six lanes 
between the noD:h and south-
bound that were completely 
jammed," Hansen says. 
"Nothing about it was normal." 
Hansen, a graduate of 
Millikin University in Decatur, 
Ill., had been in New Orleans for 
only three weeks. She had come 
for a yearlong biology masters 
program at Tulane University. 
friend's car and, in a caravan of 19 other vehicles, 
headed to northern Mississippi. Twelve hours 
later, she reached her destination: the home of 
friends of her neighbors in New Orleans. 
"Everybody got a meal and everybody got to use 
the bathroom at some point," Mczeal recalls. 
"We were three in a bed and there were people on 
the floor; adults on sofas. It was just packed." It 
was raining heavily and there was no electricity, 
but she was safe. 
Hansen, meanwhile, was beginning to realize 
that she wasn't going back to New Orleans any 
time soon. "For the first few 
days, I kept thinking, 'Maybe 
things will change. Maybe it'll 
just be five or six weeks and we 
can go back,"' Hansen recalls. 
"The more I watched TV and 
the more I dwelled on what 
was happening, it was like this 
depression I was sinking into. 
The people down there who 
weren't being helped-my 
heart just broke for all of them. 
The more I had nothing else to 
focus on, the worse off I was." 
"I had just finished decorat-
ing my room, unpacking and 
buying all the odds and ends. 
And I had just bought a trolley 
pass for September, which I 
obviously didn't get to use," she 
says. "The day before we evacu-
ated, I'd bought more than $100 
worth of groceries." She was 
prepared for a storm that might 
strand her for two or three days. 
Then the storm was upgraded to 
a category five. After spending 
nearly an hour in line for gas 
("That was one of the shorter 
lines," Hansen says), she and 
three friends packed a few days' 
worth of clothes and took off. It 
took them more than 12 hours to 
reach St. Louis, Mo. 
STACY SMITH 
ABOVE Christina Hansen spent 
the fall semester in Chicago but 
returned to New Orleans in 
January. 
Soon she received word that 
Tulane wouldn't be open that 
semester. "The suggestion was 
to visit other campuses or hold 
off and come back next semes-
ter," she says. So Hansen start-
ed looking at the schools that 
were accepting displaced stu-
dents, and she decided on Rush 
University in Chicago. BELOW Amber Mczeal returned 
to New Orleans to help rebuild. 
She wasn't the only college 
student whose plans were 
upended by Katrina. Amber 
Mczeal, still in New Orleans, was 
frantically tossing a few days 
worth of clothes into an 
overnight bag. With the same 
thoughts of a quick return, she 
glanced at her pictures, passport 
and birth certificate. "I looked 
at them and something told me 
to take them, but I literally had 
five minutes to pack," she says. 
These wouldn't be the only important items 
that McZeal would leave behind that morning. 
Her car was in the shop with a cracked radiator. 
"The shop was in the part of town that had been 
destroyed," she says, so with the storm beginning 
to rage, Mczeal piled into the back seat of a 
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A humbling experience 
Hansen and Mczeal, like 
approximately 75,000 to 
100,000 other displaced stu-
dents around the nation, 
found themselves in need of 
services they thought were 
reserved for the destitute, not 
for college students. Just over 
a week after evacuating New 
Orleans, Hansen was in 
Chicago with just a few 
changes of clothes and her lap-
top, attempting to purchase a 
CTA pass, when she had a for-
tuitous encounter with a 
stranger. 
COURTESY AMBER MCZE.AL "He told me the Red Cross 
had a station set up and would give me a free 
[CTA] pass for a month," says Hansen. She regis-
tered with the Red Cross and received a $360 tax-
exempt debit card, a gift card to Dominick's, and 
instructions to go to the Salvation Army ware-
house. "It was the closest to homeless I have ever 
felt. They gave us huge blue bags and said, 'Fill it 
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ABOVE Things were far from normal when 
Hansen and Mczeal returned to New Orleans. 
"The whole city just reeked," Hansen says. 
up."' She pauses. "I'd never, ever been in a posi-
tion where I've actually needed [charity]. It was 
very humbling." 
She couldn't bring herself to talk to the other 
people from New Orleans who were doing the 
same thing. "It was such a solemn atmosphere, 
and I didn't feel like I deserved to be there because 
I had so much more than they did," she says. "I 
had a family who could support me if they had to." 
McZeal also took advantage of the offers many 
colleges were making to displaced students. She 
enrolled in Columbia College, which offered a pro-
gram most similar to the one in sound therapy 
that she had left at Southern University of New 
Orleans. "It fit for me," she says of Columbia. "I'm 
an artist all around." 
She, too, received benefits from the Red Cross 
that helped her settle into her new city. 
Neither Hansen nor ~cZeal were sure they'd 
stay in Chicago. Hansen struggled to decide 
whether or not to return to New Orleans. When 
she and her roommate went back briefly in 
October to survey the damage, they were remind-
ed how much they love the city they left behind. 
"We got to the apartment and said, 'Oh, I 
want to stay!"' Hansen recalls. The damage to 
their home was minimal, and the cleanup was in 
full force across the city. But things were far from 
normal. There were crews in plastic suits and 
masks on every corner. "The whole city just 
reeked," Hansen says, her nose wrinkling at the 
memory. When Hansen and her roommate decid-
ed to take a break for lunch, just finding a place 
that was open and serving food was a chore. 
• 
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They eventually found one, and a comment 
from a stranger reinforced just how desperate 
things in New Orleans had become. "We finally 
found a bar and had just ordered when a man 
came up to us," Hansen recalls. "Keep in mind 
that we'd been in the car for 17 hours, no shower 
for a day and a half, and he said, 'You two are the 
prettiest things I've seen in weeks!"' 
Which place is home? 
After she returned to Chicago, Hansen admit-
ted to herself that she wasn't 
going back any time soon. "I 
didn't even realize my clothes 
smelled until we got home," 
she says. "I thought my back-
pack would be okay and car-
ried it around for a day. 
Everything that came out of it 
was covered in a red film. I 
think it might have been 
mold." 
Just as Hansen had gone 
back to assess the situation, 
Mczeal too made the trip to 
check out the state of her 
apartment-and the Big 
Easy. She arrived to find half 
of the population still with-
out electricity and heat. 
COURTESY OF CHRISTINA HANSEN 
ABOVE Crews in plastic suits and masks were on the streets. 
BELOW The clean-up effort was in full force in New Orleans. 
"It was like a time warp," 
she said of the make-shift liv-
ing conditions. 
COURTESY OF CHRISTINA HANSEN 
With the city still in disre-
pair, she wasn't surprised to 
find that her apartment 
building had been red-tagged, 
one step short of being con-
demned. The foundation sus-
tained considerable damage 
after sitting in seven feet of 
water for two days, and the 
stairs leading up to her third-
floor apartment were buck-
ling. "My bed and things like 
that weren't soaked, but I 
can't bring them down the 
stairs because they're about 
to collapse," Mczeal says. 
She had planned to stay in 
New Orleans for two weeks. 
When Mczeal returned to New Orleans, half 
the city lacked electricity, and trash was every-
where. "It was like a time warp," she says. 
But after she saw the number of people in dire 
need, she extended her stay to a month and start-
ed getting involved with the volunteer organiza-
tions that were keeping the city alive. 
Mczeal began helping mothers learn how to 
make diapers out of sheets and fasten them with-
out pins. She taught them how to keep themselves 
and their children clean without soap. She also 
helped pick trash up on the side of the bayou and 
gave homeless citizens tutorials on how to find 
housing. 
The importance of this work soon eclipsed her 
desire to continue her studies. McZeal ended up 
pulling out of school to continue her volunteer 
efforts. "I didn't want to leave Columbia and I like 
Chicago-other than the cold," she says. "I felt 
guilty because it [free tuition] was a generous gift, 
but I automatically knew that I had to do it." 
Hansen returned to New Orleans this month to 
continue her program at Tulane. She's told she'll 
still get her master's degree, though it will require 
an additional six or seven weeks at the end of the 
semester. 
A permanent change 
Both students say the experience changed their 
lives. 
"One thing it's taught me is flexibility and 
patience," says Hansen. "It's been a lesson I've 
been fed over the last few years, but it's just being 
magnified now. Going into the medical profes-
sion, you have to be flexible, so I figure it's a use-
able trait. 
"It really opens my eyes to compassion for 
other people. Different lifestyles, what people 
lived with and without." 
Mczeal has postponed school indefinitely. "I've 
always been the type of person to take life by the 
horns, but sometimes life takes me by the horns," 
she says. For her, this means dedicating herself to 
helping other people. "When I look at the losses of 
others, mine doesn't compare," Mczeal says. "It's 
not that bad." 
Hansen and Mczeal are among the lucky ones. 
Their resilience proved stronger than they could 
have imagined, and they've even gained some-
thing from the experience to offset their very real 
losses. 
"It kind of helps you to see the balance that you 
probably wouldn't," Hansen says. "You just have 
to roll with the punches." 
Kate Palm can be reached at 
Kathleen.palm@myoasis.colum.edu; Abbe 
Miller can be reached at 
abbe.miller@myoasis.colum.edu 
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AS A TRAIN PULLS INTO UNION STATION, 
passengers flood into the building. A young 
woman rushes through the crowd, into the tight 
embrace of her boyfriend. After a long 
kiss, the boy grabs her suitcase and 
they walk together holding hands. 
Another successful long-dis-
tance relationship? Maybe. In reali-
ty, these relationships are hard work, 
especially when one or both of the part-
ners are attending college. 
Long-distance relationships, or LDRs, 
are common on campuses today. According to 
a 1996 study by Gregory Guldner, PhD, author 
of Long-Distance Relationships: The Complete 
Guide, 78 percent of college students report hav-
ing a LDR at some point during their time in col-
lege. The good news is that people involved in 
LDRs have plenty of company. The bad news? 
According to Guldner, college students have a 
higher rate of breaking up than any other demo-
graphic, largely due to their lack of money for fre-
quent reunions and their exposure to other single 
people on a day-to-day basis. 
This doesn't mean that all college LDRs are 
doomed to fail. "It's doable," says Pamela Landau, 
a clinician who teaches psychology at Eastern 
Michigan University. "But it doesn't just happen. 
It takes an investment in yourself and the rela-
tionship." 
Setting the groundwork for success 
You've probably already discussed how often 
you'll call, write and see each other, but have you 
thought about taking a relationship inventory? 
"A relationship inventory predicts difficult 
areas for each individual," says Guldner. "It's a 
measure of 'how hard is this going to be?'" 
The inventory assesses each person's personal-
ity, expectations, attitudes, coping styles and 
finances along with the distance that will separate 
them, and helps establish ~lear ground rules that 
can improve their odds of staying together. 
Surprisingly, one area often overlooked is how 
exclusive the relationship will be. One study of 
students at Purdue University found that 30 per-
cent of couples who discussed this issue broke up 
regardless of whether or not they decided to see 
other people, but a whopping 70 percent of cou-
ples who never discussed it broke up. 
"When there's one person who's more commit-
ted, that person starts ruminating over whether 
the other partner will cheat," says Guldner. "It 
creates high anxiety. It becomes a pretty serious 
problem." 
If you're in a sexually active relationship, it's 
important to discuss phone sex, erotic letters and 
other ways of being sexual while you are separat-
ed. Research shows that couples in 
LDRs are just as satisfied sexually as 
those in geographically close rela-
tionships, perhaps because the dis-
tance creates anticipatioH and makes 
the reunions that much better. 
Sustaining the connection 
Once you're living in different places, 
keeping in touch is very important. With cell 
phones, email and instant messaging, you might 
think that communicating with your partner will 
be a breeze. It's not. 
"People are in touch more and talk more now," 
says Landau. "But communication is not better. 
You have to make sure what the person is saying 
is understood, not just heard. When you do that, 
you develop trust, closeness, and then you can 
really share." 
This means that conversations should include 
the mundane events of your day-to-day lives. 
Guldner suggests couples purchase hands-free 
devices for their cell phones so they can speak 
while they do everyday tasks. This creates the kind 
of intimacy that couples in geographically close 
relationships don't have to work as hard to attain. 
"Couples in long-distance relationships have to 
ask themselves, 'Do I know what's going on in my 
partner's world?"' says Guldner. "When they can't 
answer that question, the communication has 
broken apart." 
If it isn't possible to spend quality 
time on the phone, Guldner recom-
mends frequent email messages. 
"Some busy couples choose to 
write an email at the beginning of the 
day saying, 'Here's what's on my plate 
today.' They'll then send another one in the 
evening to let their partner know how every-
thing went," he says. 
You can also buy a tape recorder and record 
notes and anecdotes that you would otherwise for-
get to tell your partner about. You can send these 
notes in an email, or better yet, just send the 
tapes. If recording seems impractical, you can 
keep a diary and send pages to your partner. 
Talking picture frames or key chains can also be a 
fun way to stay in your partner's thoughts. 
One of the most important techniques for main-
taining closeness in a distant relationship is writing 
handwritten letters-not emails. "There's research 
going back to World War II that showed couples 
who wrote to each other more stayed together," 
says Guldner. "There's just something about 
receiving a handwritten letter, especially if you per-
When you're no longer long-distance 
What happens after you've weathered the 
storm of long phone calls, lonely nights and short 
visits? fume the card. It's tangible, it 
becomes what psycholo-
gists call a 'transitional 
object,' an object that 
takes on an emotional 
attachment." 
Sometimes the most stressful 
situation for couples in LDRs is the 
anticipation of a reunion. Many couples 
want the visit to go as smoothly as possible, so 
they avoid talking about their relationship in an 
effo1t to not ruin the short time they have together. 
This is a mistake, Guldner says, 
"The most volatile period is the 
reunion part," Guldner says. When 
the relationship is long-distance, 
people tend to compartmentalize 
their lives; the part together is fun and 
intense, and the time spent alone is high-
ly productive and valued. When a couple is 
reunited, the relationship can suddenly seem 
dull in comparison, and each partner may begin 
to feel suffocated having to share more time 
together. 
because it creates an "ideal-
ized version" of the relation-
ship, or of your partner, 
which can only lead to dis-
appointment later. 
"Take perfect off the 
table," says Landau. 
"Making it good enough, 
making it special and pleas-
ant, is just fine.'' 
Guldner recommends 
planning some time into 
each visit for discussing any 
worries about the relation-
ship. That way you know 
you'll be heard and your 
partner won't be surprised 
when you bring 
up a difficult 
• issue. 
One final 
piece of advice: 
Don't isolate 
yourself from your 
friends and family. 
Being in an environ-
ment where everyone 
seems to have a partner 
may make you feel uncom-
fortable and lonely, but 
Guldner's research sug-
gests that the suppo1t of 
friends and family is impor-
tant. Being around other 
people helps keep up the 
morale of separated cou-
ples and improves the odds 
that they will be able to sus-
tain their relationship. 
CALLING IT QUITS 
Sometimes, as hard as you try, the 
relationship just doesn't work out. 
Perhaps one partner demands that 
the other move or blames all prob-
lems on the distance, or the quality 
of each visit starts to define the 
whole relationship. (Guldner calls 
this "intermittent reinforcement"-
"lt's like playing the slots in Vegas," 
he says. "Even if the last four visits 
were horrible, that one time it was 
good stays in your memory. You'll 
keep coming back. You'll stay in the 
relationship longer than you 
should.") 
So if you've decided, "It's just not 
working out anymore," here is some 
advice on how to handle the break-up. 
• Prepare your partner ahead of 
time so it's not a complete surprise 
when you decide to break it off. 
• "Don't bring your partner out of 
their social support system," says 
Guldner. "That's just mean!" Friends 
and family are important to help 
them get through this rough time. 
• "Don't break up with them in a 
letter," says Guldner. "That's not 
usually well-received." 
• If you decided to do it over the 
phone, be prepared for the "I'm com-
ing out there right now to talk about 
this!" reaction. Don't allow them to 
spend money to come see you if 
you've already made up your mind. 
-LM 
"When you're back togeth-
er, you no longer have the 
desire to not argue," says 
Guldner. "When you're 
close, the novelty vanishes 
and is replace by routine. 
Before the reunion, 
momentarily try to tone 
down expectations-think 
in a more realistic light." 
Guldner also suggests 
that couples hold off on 
any major decisions about 
the relationship until 
they've been reunited for at 
least a month. This 
includes the decision to 
live together. 
To begin to re-integrate 
your relationship back into 
the everyday routine, he 
suggests scheduling date or 
"intimacy" nights to help 
maintain the excitement 
that came with the week-
end visits. 
Strategies like these 
benefit all relationships, 
but can be lifesavers for 
LDRs. "Communication, a 
willingness to learn, and 
having a similar value sys-
tem are the three keys to 
any relationship," Landau 
says, "regardless of 
whether it is long-distance 
or not." 
Laurie Maisano can be 
reached at Laurie_Maisano 
@yahoo.com 
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TOP TAPS 
Six Chicago bars with a 
large selection of beer: 
Quenchers Saloon 
2401 N. Western Ave. 
773.276.9730 
The Map Room 
1949 N. Hoyne 
773 .252. 7636 
The Long Room 
1612 W. Irving Park Rd. 
773.665.4500 
Cork & Kerry 
10614 S. Western Ave. 
773.445.2675 
Sheffield's 
3258 N. Sheffield Ave. 
773.281.4989 
Red Frog Pub & Grill 
5353 W. Irving Park Rd. 
773.545.3761 
TO LEARN MORE 
To send your Brew IQ off 
the charts, check out these 
great resources: 
Beer for Dummies by 
Marty Nachel and Steve 
Ettlinger 
Beer Companion: A con-
noisseur's guide to the 
world's finest craft beers 
by Stephen Snyder 
The Beer lover's Rating 
Guide by Bob Klein 
www.usbdt.org 
It was The Learning Channel show "Faking It" that inspired the All-
American beer 'n' burger guy, Chicago native Bill Krejci, to turn his 
attention to the craft of beer pairing. The show immersed Krejci into 
Napa Valley wine culture for three weeks. His task: Drop the Miller 
High Life for the Napa high life to successfully pose as a wine somme-
lier at one ofNapa's finest restaurants. Somewhere between swishing 
the snifters and dissecting the grape aromas, Krejci realized, "I've 
been doing this the whole time, only with beer." 
Back in Chicago, Krejci traded the corks for bottle caps and started 
consciously pairing ales and lagers with specific dishes. An announc-
er for the U.S. Beer Drinking Team's Beer Radio, Krejci is considered 
one of the nation's first "beer sommeliers." He's also planning to start 
hosting beer parties, during which he would work with clients on 
multi-course meals paired with appropriate brews. 
For those who scoff at the idea of a beer sommelier, Krejci replies, 
"Wine is just grapes, yeast and sugar. Beer uses barley, hops, yeast, 
sugar, wheat, rice, chocolate, fruit and many other ingredients." This 
complexity makes an knowledge of beer especially helpful when 
deciding what brew is best for a particular meal. 
Here are Krejci's suggestions for creating your own pairings: 
"Keep in mind how the dish is prepared: the seasonings, sauces 
and how it is cooked." 
"Think ethnic. Use Mexican lagers with Mexican dishes or 
German beer with brats." 
"When the food gets spicier, go with a hoppy beer." 
"Make sure beers that follow each other progress smoothly. Don't 
go from a light lager to a stout then back to a pilsner." 
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WHEAT BEER This is the lightest 
brew. Thirst quenching and highly 
carbonated, wheat beer is perfect 
for drinking in hot weather. 
Alcohol content is 3.6 to 4.5 per-
cent. Sierra Nevada Wheat is gooq 
light and fruity. 
Food pairings Wheat ales are 
great with fruit salads, ham and 
shrimp. They're perfect for cooling 
your tongue after you've eaten t01 
many spicy hot wings. 
PORTER Dark, sweeter than stout, 
and medium to big-bodied, porte1 
is appropriate for dessert. It has a 
lower alcohol content than stout, 
usually 3.4 to 5 percent. For a goo 
pint, try an Anchor Porter. 
Food pairings Hearty foods like 
stews, barbecue, strong cheddar 
cheese or meat with gravy stand L 
to a porter's strong flavor. For 
dessert, savor the combination of 
cheesecake and a porter. 
JGI ITTO DARK] 
" 
PALE ALE Originally called "bitter 
beer," pale ale (sometimes called 
amber ale) is medium-bodied and 
fruity with a bitter aftertaste. The 
alcohol content ranges from 2.5 to 
6 percent. Try Ohio's Great Lakes 
Burning River Pale Ale. 
Food pairings Pale ales comple-
ment cream soups, sa lads with 
vinaigrette dressing, pasta with 
tomato sauce, ribs, steaks and roast 
beef. 
STOUT Dark and thick, stout beer is 
meant to be sipped and enjoyed. It 
1S the richest, most filling beer and 
s an alcohol content between 3.5 
an~ 8 percent. Try the original, 
Guinness Extra Stout. 
~ pairings Splurge with stout. 
~is brew pairs with pricier foods 
hke lobster, crab, oysters and pork 
te_nderloin. Drinking early? Try it 
With a fluffy stack of pancakes and 
eggs. 
• 
LAGERS [IN ORDER, LIGHT TO DARK] 
• 
AMERICAN PALE LAGER The 
lightest and most popular 
American brew, pale lager has little 
bitterness, is highly carbonated 
and tastes best icy cold. Alcohol 
content is 4 to 5 percent, and 
lower with the "light" versions. 
Think Miller and Bud Light.· 
Food pairings American pale 
lagers complement. typical bat 
food. Drink it with fried foods, 
burgers, pizza, fish and salty pop-
corn. , 
DARK LAGER Richer than bock, 
dark lager isn't necessarily bitter or 
heavy. The best ones are German, 
not American. Dark lagers- have a 4 
to 5 percent alcohol content. 
Sprecher Brewing SeJsonaf"Winter 
Brew is a tasty, creamy dark lager. 
Food palrl~ 'fff~'ness of a 
dark lager enhances tb~ flavors of 
barbecue, steak f>r meatiwifh 
thick sauces. f',1ustard-b~ ~ dis~es 
pair wefl with dark laget1, too. 
.. 
• 
' 
PILSNER The crisp taste of the 
Czech Republic's golden beer is 
imitated worldwide. Beware the 
American imitation pilsner we call 
"American premium lager." Pilsner 
has an alcohol content of 3.2 to 4.4 
percent. The original, Pilsner 
Urquell, is excellent. 
fQOd pairings The hops in Pilsner 
cut through the flavors in salmon, 
bruschetta, broth-based soups, 
salad with cream dressing and 
pasta with cream sauce. 
• 
BOCK Dark, strong and bitter, with 
a hint ef chocolate flavor, bock beer 
was favored by German Catholtc 
Mortks during Lent, when they were 
required to fast, because of its high 
nutrient content. At 4.7 to 7 per-
cent alcohol, it's best to sip slowly! 
G-et your nourishment-well, some 
gf i'\-with Sam Adams Triple Bock. 
looci pairings The flavor of bocks 
.stand up to heavier foods including 
meats with thick sauces and sweet, 
spicy desserts like pumpkin pie . 
GLOSSARY 
Beer falls into two categories: 
ales and lagers. Ales are more fla-
vorful brews. They may be fruity 
or bitter, but they are always 
hearty. Lagers have a smoother 
and subtler taste and are lighter 
than ales. They are more popular 
in the United States. Some help-
ful beer terms: 
Yeast A fungus that causes 
beer to ferment. The type of 
yeast defines the type of beer 
produced. Various flavors and 
aromas result when different 
types of yeast are fermented at 
different temperatures. 
Barley A grain that goes 
through a process called malting 
before it is used for brewing. This 
process gives the beer its most 
definitive characteristics. Barley 
sugars also boost the yeast dur-
ing fermentation. 
Hops Flowers that produce a 
beer's bitterness and defining 
scent. With 50 different varieties, 
hops allows for endless flavors. 
Water Makes up 95 percent of 
a beer. Brewers often experiment 
with the chemical makeup of 
water to alter the end flavor of 
the brew, adding or removing 
salts and magnesium. 
Fermentation During fermen-
tation, yeast and sugars from the 
barley react to create the alcohol 
and carbonation. Lagers are usu-
ally bottom-fermented, meaning 
the yeast settles at the bottom of 
the liquid. This fermentation can 
take up to several months, but 
results in a smoother taste. Ales 
are top-fermented, with yeast on 
the surface. Brewing ales this 
way takes only a few days. 
Balance How well the flavors 
of ingredients (mainly malts and 
hops) complement each other. 
Body How thick or thin a beer 
feels in the mouth. A light-bod-
ied beer is more watery; a medi-
um or full-bodied beer has a 
thicker, heavier consistency. 
Bottle-conditioned Ever 
wonder why beer tastes so much 
better out of a bottle than a can? 
The yeast continues fermenting 
in glass bottles, leaving it natu-
rally carbonated. 
Alcohol content In the 
United States, the alcohol con-
tent of beer is expressed as the 
percentage of alcohol by weight. 
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HE WORLD'S LONGEST CAT, Verismo Leonetti 
Reserve Red, weighs 45 pounds and has paws that can 
fit in a two-year-old's shoe. David Fischer, the Rope 
Warrior, jumps rope 56 times a minute while sitting 
down. Rocky Toomey made a mural of the Chicago skyline in 1999 
out of 70,884 balloons- the largest balloon picture in the world. 
Your neighbor could be in the Guinness Book of World Records. 
He could be the furthest marshmallow nose blower or a member of 
the world's oldest rotary club. Perhaps the furthest eyeball popper 
lives in the apartment below you. Illinois boasts more than 30 title-
holders, and countless more record attempts are made each year. 
But since these people aren't high-profile, you could walk right past 
them or get your teeth cleaned by one without ever knowing about their 
short-lived fame. 
They have day jobs. Some are farmers, some engineers. Some have made 
a career out of the skills that won them their titles; others are known only to 
bored adolescents who read about their rare quirks in small, unsatisfying 
paragraphs in the Guinness Book of World Records. That is, until now. 
Meet four of Illinois' former, current and would-be world record holders. 
Chicago's one and only 
push-up masterl 
When Charles Linster was 16, he completed 
6,006 consecutive push-ups in New Trier Township 
High School's gymnasium in three hours and 54 
minutes, surrounded by a group of about 20 of his 
peers. "I wanted to go on to 7,007 or more, but my 
gymnastics coach, as the witness and responsible 
adult in charge, made me stop at my original goal," 
says Linster. "I pleaded with him but he said he 
would sit on me if I tried to go on. It upset me at the 
time, but I realized he did the right thing. He said if 
I wanted to attempt more, a licensed medical profes-
sional would have to be the witness." 
After Linster stood up, he shook some hands, 
went home and ate dinner. Then a photographer 
from the Chicago Sun-Times arrived. The next 
day, Linster's feat was reported on page 2. (At age 
56, he can remember the day's first page articles on 
Lyndon Johnson's gallbladder surgery and Sandy 
Koufax's absence from the World Series because of 
Yorn Kippur.) 
Linster continued to practice his push-ups, 
doing more every day. It was part of his exercise 
routine, which at its peak consisted of 1,800 push-
ups on school days and more than 3,000 on week-
ends along with 1,500 stomach rolls and 1,500 
jumping jacks. Then he would sometimes take a 
ten-minute break before running. 
Word about his title spread around his school 
and the nation. Linster was featured in Sports 
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Illustrated and Ripley's Believe it or Not!-the pin-
nacle of any Guinness record-holder's achieve-
ment. Then disaster struck. Sixty-nine days after 
his Guinness-winning feat, Linster broke his neck 
at a gymnastics practice and was permanently par-
alyzed from the chest down. 
"It was devastating," he says. "I went from being 
in supreme physical fitness to not being able to 
feed myself. I was as helpless as an infant. I lay in 
the Evanston Hospital, where I was born, for four 
months and 20 days. I began to wonder if I was 
going to die there." 
He didn't. After extensive rehabilitation, he 
enrolled at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign-one of the first colleges to admit 
physically disabled students. He married the ther-
apist who helped him get through the early years of 
his disability and adopted two developmentally 
disabled children. 
Today Linster has some use of his arms and has 
adjusted to his new situation. "What I realize now 
is that in the final scheme of things, it doesn't mat-
ter who can do the most push-ups. What was most 
important was what I got out of the experience: the 
discipline, the sacrifice, the devotion. I was able to 
re-channel that into my rehabilitation." 
His record has been surpassed by someone 
else-a 13-year-old from a family of professional 
acrobats- so he's no longer a world record holder. 
Today Linster is retired. "I'm taking time to smell 
the roses," he says. "Our whole lives we're on the 
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ILLUSTRATION BY ASHLEY BEDORE 
job making a living. One of the beautiful things 
about retirement is you are able to step back. I'm 
just laughing it up." 
The Internet gets browsable! 
Mosaic, listed in the Guinness Book of World 
Records as the first Internet browser, was created 
far from Silicon Valley at our very own University 
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
Mosaic was first available for free download in 
1993 when the Internet was primarily known as an 
academic network. "It's difficult to fathom now 
that there was a time when you didn't have email, 
you didn't have the Web or Google to go and look 
things up," says Trish Barker, Public Information 
Specialist for the National Center for 
Supercomputing Applications (NCSA). "It wasn't 
used for business; it wasn't used by a lot of people 
in everyday work. Mosaic really started the 
Internet boom because it opened the door for a lot 
of different users and richer content information." 
Mosaic was never the primary focus of NCSA's 
work. "The basic genesis of this project was that 
people at NCSA thought that this was a cool thing," 
says Barker. What began as a lark by Mark 
Andreeson and others in his development team 
was eventually licensed to Microsoft, which used it 
as the foundation for Internet Explorer. 
Andreeson and others from the team later left to 
create Netscape Navigator. 
"Suddenly it was like 'Aha!' The Internet 
became one of the primary ways of communication 
and a first reference source, and that's what it is 
today. That wasn't the case even just 10 years ago," 
Barker says. 
Mosaic is legendary at NCSA. Andreeson is still 
recalled "working all night in this dark, grubby lit-
tle lab on campus. The PR woman would be com-
ing to work early at seven and see him still holed 
up," says Barker. 
He jumps 56 times a minute, 
sitting downl 
In 1998, David Fischer pe1formed 56 "rump 
jumps" in one minute and received his second 
world record. He earned his first months earlier 
by performing 36 jump rope rotations in 30 sec-
onds while sitting down on a television show called 
"Record Setters." 
Now he's made a career of it. "Elementary 
schools have always been the staple of my busi-
ness, but in the 12 years where it's been my full-
time job, I've traveled overseas, I've performed for 
Boris Yeltsin in Russia and presidents Clinton and 
Bush at their inaugurations, and had a month-long 
tour in Malaysia," says Fischer. He's also written 
two children's books that relate to his passion for 
• • Jumpmg rope. 
Fischer started jumping rope as pa1t of his 
training when he was a Double A volleyball player 
(the highest amateur level) in college. "I just got 
addicted because there are so many different, fun, 
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creative things you can do. There's always new 
things to learn or to come up with," says Fischer. 
Jumping rope went from a hobby to a career 
when Fischer began doing volunteer work for the 
American Heart Association's "Jump Rope for 
Heart" program. He then started marketing his act 
for school assemblies at trade shows and through 
word of mouth. Soon he was consistently booked. 
His show, "Ropenastics," is a combination of rope 
jumping, rhythmic gymnastics and dance. He has 
been contacted by producers from Oprah, 
Letterman and Leno, but has turned them down 
due to previous commitments at local schools. 
Fischer lives in Glenview, Ill. with his wife and 
baby, Felix. He still has many goals. He'd like to 
"do for rope jumping what Michael Flatley [of 
Riverdance] did for Irish step dancing." But mean-
while, he says, "I feel very fortunate having found 
something that I love to do and found a way to find 
a nice living doing it as well." And, he adds, "I've 
always said that the only suit I would want to wear 
to work is a warm-up suit." 
World's longest eyelash I 
When Melissa Grubbe was in elementary 
school, the eyelash on the bottom row of her right 
eye wouldn't stop growing. "I remember having it 
and all the kids asking me to show them my eye-
lash," says Grubbe. "I don't know if it's a weird 
genetic mutation or what. Maybe I just sat too 
close microwaves as a little kid or something." 
It eventually fell out, but then it grew back in 
2004 when Grubbe was 22 and attending the 
University of Chicago. That's when she submitted 
it for a Guinness record. The status of her title is 
currently in limbo. 
In order to be crowned a Guinness Book record 
holder, applicants must submit a proposal and be 
approved. They must have their achievement wit-
nessed by two experts and provide video documen-
tation with independent media verification. 
When Grubbe submitted her application, her 
blonde eyelash was two and a half inches long. "I 
could touch it with my tongue and I can't even 
touch my tongue to my nose. It was all the way 
down my cheek," she says. "It was pretty strong. I 
could kind of tug on it a little bit and it would stay 
in there; it's not like I could just yank it out." 
Today the eyelash is gone (it fell out), and she is 
awaiting a response from Guinness while living in 
New York and working to become a paralegal. 
Grubbe acknowledges that a Guinness record 
can be a mixed blessing. "All these people put so 
much effort into achieving a World Record, and 
the prospect of getting one for doing virtually 
nothing and having the least amount of inconven-
ience as humanly possible-there's something nice 
about that," she says. "At the same time, there's 
something to be said for anonymity. I can't think of 
any good use for having a world record." 
Kim Reed can be reached at 
Kimberly.Reed@myoasis.colum.edu. 
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BY MARIA SULTEMEIER 
he offices of Illinois 
PIRG are packed with 
20-somethings in t-
shirts and jeans, their 
sneakers worn from 
campaigning for the 
public good. They're 
just finishing their foam 
cups of coffee, prepar-
goes directly toward its programs. One-quarter 
goes to fundraising and less than 10 percent to 
administrative costs. 
Illinois PIRG is one of 28 state PIRGs. In 1971, 
the groups began on college campuses, with an 
emphasis on research. They published reports on 
unsafe products, workplace hazards, environmen-
tal threats, and social and economic injustices. 
In the late 1970s, the PIRGs decided to include 
the public in their cause, understanding that 
research was not always enough to win a political 
battle. As they began campaigning, partnerships 
developed with similar organizations in their 
areas, and state PIRGs gained credibility in the 
political world. 
ing for their day on the streets. 
"Now, this is what you are going to say," 
explains the young man with the clipboard. They 
listen to his instructions, then depart for their 
assigned locations to raise money and awareness 
for the Public Interest Research Group. 
Several are stationed in front of Columbia 
College buildings. What exactly do they stand for? 
"Illinois PIRG is fighting for everyday Illinoisans," 
says Brian Imus, Senior Policy 
"They provide a valuable service, speak up and 
become a voice for us all," says Illinois State Rep. 
Karen Yarbrough. "They are a great watchdog 
group." 
Advocate for Illinois PIRG. "We 
focus on issues that matter to 
everyone, such as power plant 
pollution. This [clean air] is in 
everyone's interest, and we fight 
for the public." 
Through citizen outreach, the 
group finds the issues that are of 
public interest. Staff members 
talk to more than 100,000 indi-
viduals each year to find out what 
citizens are most concerned 
about. "We look for issues where 
there is broad consensus, some 
urgency, and a unique opportu-
nity to make a difference," says 
Rebecca Stanfield, environmen-
tal attorney for Illinois PIRG. 
In addition to asking citizens 
to determine the issues, PIRG 
relies on them for funding. 
According to the group's 2003 
annual repo1t, citizen contribu-
tions made up 75 percent of the 
program funding, and 24 percent 
came from foundation grants. 
Two-thirds of the group's budget 
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Eventually, they were able to recruit paid staff 
to provide professional advocacy 
GET INVOLVED! 
Want to make a differ-
ence? There are a number of 
ways you can help Illinois 
PIRG: 
>- Become a member and 
donate money. 
>- Work for Illinois PIRG. The 
group hires 40 to 60 summer 
staff employees as well as 
year-round employees. 
>- Add your e-mail to Illinois 
PIRG's e-alert list. They will 
update you on urgent issues 
as they arise. 
>- Sign petitions and write 
to your representatives 
regarding issues that matter 
to you. 
>- Think about starting a 
PIRG student chapter in your 
school. 
For more information, 
visit www.illinoispirg.org 
- MS 
along with their research-based 
initiative and political authority. 
"What is great is we go from 
doing the research to a press 
conference to getting calls from 
people wanting to participate on 
an issue. It's that follow-through 
that makes a difference," says 
Frances Canonizado, environ-
mental advocate for Illinois 
PIRG. 
As the local groups grew, a 
national organization emerged. 
U.S. PIRG was formed in 1983 to 
serve as a watchdog in the 
nation's capital, just as state 
PIRGs work to protect their citi-
zens on a state level. The nation-
al PIRG is run by the state 
PIRGs. "The local [PIRGS] are 
telling the national what to focus 
on," says Imus. 
Our local Illinois PIRG is 
working on many issues today, 
with many affecting the Chicago 
area. 
One of the top issues is pro-
Brian Imus, senior policy advocate, is working 
on the Smoke-Free Chicago campaign. 
tecting Lake Michigan from sewage dumping and 
toxic chemicals. PIRG is- working to ban Deca-
BDE, a toxic flame retardant commonly used in 
clothing and household products that has been 
detected in Chicago's lake water. It has been found 
in house dust and breast milk, as well as in the 
sediment a,nd fish in Lake Michigan. "It is found 
on items such as your keyboard," says 
Canonizado, who leads the Protect Lake Michigan 
• campaign. 
The chemical poses the largest risk to infants 
and young children. They are exposed to Deca-
BD E in the womb and through breast-feeding, but 
mainly while playing at home, as they often put 
items in their mouths and crawl on the floor. 
Deca-BDE affects brain development, triggering 
learning and behavioral problems as children 
Frances Canonizado, environmental advocate, 
heads the Protect Lake Michigan campaign. 
grow. "Overall, we worry down the road that we 
may have a lower IQ as a society," says 
Canonizado. 
"This is frustrating when there are alternatives 
[as a flame retardant] available," Stanfield adds. 
Some companies, such as IKEA, IBM and 
Apple are already phasing out the use of the chem-
ical, but Illinois PIRG is taking further action. The 
group is asking the Illinois EPA and Illinois 
Department of Public Health to do a thorough 
assessment of Deca-BDE-what is and what isn't 
already known-and consider banning the chemi-
cal. 
A second major campaign issue is Smoke-Free 
Chicago. Illinois PIRG joined Smoke-Free 
Chicago, the coalition working to ban smoking in 
all workplaces. More than 1,000 cities and several 
PHOTOS BY STACY SMITH 
Rebecca Stanfield, environmental attorney, 
advocates for the Clean Air Now program. 
states have banned smoking in public places, and 
Illinois PIRG is pushing Chicago to join them. 
According to the American Cancer Society, sec-
ondhand smoke is the third leading preventable 
cause of death in America, killing 38,000 to 
65,000 non-smokers each year. A ban on smoking 
is the only way to completely protect bar and 
restaurant patrons and employees. 
Another high priority on Illinois PIRG's agenda 
is the Clean Energy in Illinois campaign. 
Renewable power, such as wind and solar power, 
already are used to generate electricity in Illinois 
in small amounts. PIRG is lobbying to expand on 
this clean energy technology. The group argues 
investing in renewable energy will create jobs, 
provide more reliable energy, and cut down on air 
pollution. 
''These are the good guys. They 
wear the white hats.'' 
- Illinois State Rep. Karen Yarbrot1gh 
Illinois ranks 16th in potential for wind power, 
according to Windustry, a non-profit organization 
based in Minneapolis. Last February, Gov. Rod 
Blagojevich proposed a Sustainable Energy Plan 
for Illinois. "Our goal is to have 3,000 megawatts 
of wind power up and running by 2012," he said at 
that time. "That's enough power for one million 
households. That's good for the environment and 
good for the economy." 
Illinois PIRG is trying to convince the Illinois 
Commerce Commission to adopt Blagojevich's 
plan. Although power companies are lobbying 
against the plan, the group stands strong with the 
hope clean energy will become a reality in Illinois. 
In addition to clean energy, Illinois PIRG is 
working on a Clean Air Now campaign. Old, coal-
fired power plants often create smog in the 
Chicago area. The pollution caused by these plants 
is particularly hazardous to children, the elderly, 
and those with asthma or other respiratory dis-
eases. According to several studies, infants living 
in high-pollution areas are 40 percent more likely 
to die of respiratory causes. 
Illinois PIRG is pushing for all power plants to 
meet modern pollution standards for smog- and 
soot-forming emissions by 2010. It is also calling 
for a 75 percent reduction in emissions, strict lim-
its on emissions of mercury and carbon dioxide, 
and a shift toward cleaner sources of energy. PIRG 
also promotes conservation and energy efficiency. 
These are the issues that brought members of 
the Illinois PIRG staff to work for the group. "I got 
a biology degree and I was counting snails in a 
basement. I wanted to be doing something that 
matters," Canonizado says. 
That's why they're standing on the streets every 
day, campaigning for the public good. "These are 
the good guys," Yarbrough says. "They wear the 
white hats." 
Maria Sultemeier can be reached at 
maria_adriana84@yahoo.com. 
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The best foods from around the wortd m,, be t 
right here in Chicago, if you know where to look 
WHERE DO YOU GO FOR THE BEST FETA CHEESE? The freshest lychees? The largest 
selection of curries? Chicago's ethnic grocery stores offer all of these and more. Echo 
asked the managers of Greek, Japanese, Indian and Swedish restaurants where they go 
to buy ingredients for their own homes. Here's what we found. 
Athens Grocery 
and Liquor 
324 S. Halsted 
Ave. 
Mon - Sat 
8 am to8 pm 
Sun 9 am 
to2 pm 
312.332.6737 
Athens Grocery and Liquor IJlll> 
The overstocked shelves of Athens 
Grocery and Liquor in Greektown have 
been supplying the Greek community 
with imported specialty foods for more 
than 30 years. "There's nowhere else to 
go for olive oil and the Lotto," says 
George Esstathiou, manager at the 
nearby restaurant Santorini. 
The Siannas brothers, Bill and Jim, 
happily guide visitors through the 
shelves containing 12 kinds of olives, 
15 brands of olive oil, feta cheese, 
grape leaves, spices and ouzo, among 
other specialty items. "All over, people 
know about us," says Bill Siannas, the 
elder brother, in his heavy Greek 
accent. "People come from the sub-
urbs, Wisconsin, Cincinnati." 
Opa! 
CAUTION 
SWEDE 
CROSSt'G 
l 
e----,..._ __ ~ 
-11111 Wikstrom's Gourmet Foods 
When you cross the threshold of Wikstrom's 
Swedish grocery, a sandwich and coffee shop in 
Andersonville, owner lngvar Wikstrom (left) and 
his wife, Alfhild, are likely to be there, shaking 
hands and offering fresh coffee. This little cafe 
Wikstrom's 
Gourmet Foods 
5247 N. Clark St. 
www.Wikstroms 
Gourmet.com 
Mon - Sat 9 am 
to6pm 
Sun 11 am to 4 pm 
773.275.6100 
has only two small, rickety 
tables, where older gentle-
men with scruffy beards 
and accents talk over drinks 
and rolls from the bakery. 
The Wikstroms offer a 
small deli of cheeses, meats, 
and salad dishes that cus-
tomers can buy in bulk or 
order for a homemade 
sandwich. Small freezers 
hold packaged lutefisk (cod fish), salmon, 
Swedish meatballs and frozen lingonberries. 
There are also shelves with sweets and a bakery 
case of homemade pastries. Word has spread 
since they opened this mom-and-pop store 38 
years ago; they now ship food all over the 
nation. 
Amanda Dennis can be reached at 
Amanda.Dennis@myoasis.colum.edu 
Mitsuwa Marketplace: A 
John Sopanrat, manager of Izumi 
Sushi, calls this the "best, biggest 
[Japanese] store with everything under 
the sun." It is, in fact, "the largest 
Japanese supermarket in the Midwest," 
according to its website, luring cus-
tomers from surrounding states with its 
ever-stocked, pristinely organized 
shelves and aisles. 
BY AMANDA DENNIS 
-11111 Patel Bros. 
The aroma of spices and fresh-
ly baked nan fills the air on the 
stretch of Devon Avenue where 
Indian sari shops and restaurants, 
small trinket stores and food 
stands entice passersby. Shoaid 
Islam, owner of the Indian 
Garden restaurant, calls Patel 
Bros. the Indian equivalent of a 
Patel Bros. 
2610 W. Devon 
Ave. 
9:30 am to 
8:30 pm daily 
773.262.7777 
Jewel or 
Dominick's 
store. 
Patel Bros. 
boasts more 
than 30 loca-
tions in the U.S. 
The Devon 
store has been in business for 31 
years, offering imported spices, 
u::: dried legumes, chutneys and 
~ other ingredients, as well as 
1::; Swad, a hard-to-find, popular 
~ brand of prepared Indian foods. 
MATT CASSEL 
In addition to groceries, Mitsuwa 
has a food court, Shiseido cosmetics 
counter, health product section, travel 
agent and even a realtor. But you 
won't get lost. Employees cheerfully 
guide you to whatever you're seeking, 
whether it's thinly sliced fish or pro-
duce direct from Japan. 
Mitsuwa Marketplace 
100 E. Algonquin Rd., 
Arlington Heights 
WWW. 
mitsuwachicago.net 
9 am to 8 pm daily 
847.956.6699 
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Three Latino Columbia instructors talk about ar 
KELLY BRYAN 
Painter Mario Castillo believes that art can cause a profound creative transformation. 
• 
ass1on 
BY THE AGE OF FIVE, MARIO CASTILLO was 
already drawing murals of airplanes and castles 
on the blackboard at the school in Mexico where 
his mother, Maria Enrique, taught. 
After receiving his BF A from ~he Art Institute 
of Chicago, Castillo moved to Los Angeles, drawn 
by the art scene and the second largest Mexican 
population outside of Mexico City. He received his 
MFA at the California Institute of the Arts 
(CalArts) in Valencia, Calif. 
For the past 15 years, Castillo has brought his 
passion for art to his own students at Columbia 
College. 
Inspiration: Just life in general. I say that in a 
sense of trying to encompass the whole essence of 
what humanity is, the whole essence of just wak-
ing up and being, the whole essence of nature and 
fullness of life and culture. 
Ambition: Wanting to promote the awareness 
of my heritage, but at the same time wanting to 
promote an appreciation for Mexican art and 
Latino art. At the same time, I want to develop 
• ECHO W INTER I SPRING 2006 
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a1nt1n-
human awareness through whatever means I can 
because I believe art changes people, culture and 
society. 
Teaching: You're always in contact with young, 
vibrant, fresh minds that are really awake to what 
is going on. I see them as willing minds that are 
ready to take information and I feel like I am their 
guide to push them in the right direction so they 
can find their own path because in art that is what 
we have to do. They have to find themselves so 
they can be original in a contemporary culture. 
Balance: During the semesters I don't have 
much time to paint and during the summer is 
when I do all of the work. The summers have been 
so heavy for me that I look forward to returning to 
work because teaching is a different pace. 
Chicago: I arrived back in Chicago in August 
of 1990. By the end of the year, I had been invited 
to four shows and that's the way it has been ever 
since. I had fallen in love with California but decid-
ed to come back because of my family and roots in 
Chicago . 
• • • 
lStO 
TERESA PRADOS-TORREIRA ATTENDED the 
Universidad Aut6noma de Madrid at a time when 
Spain was in turmoil due to the transition from 
dictatorship to democracy. Although she loved to 
read and was interested in subjects ranging from 
philosophy to politics, she found what was going 
on outside far more exciting than what was going 
on in the classroom. 
She recently finished her first book, which she 
began in 1995, Mambisas: Rebel Women in 
Nineteenth Century Cuba. It tells the story of the 
racially and economically diverse women who 
helped shape the politics of their country and dis-
covered their own power in the process. 
Inspiration: I love research. I love being in a 
library with documents and putting everything 
together. Being a historian is, in a way, like being 
a detective, taking pieces of information and shap-
ing a version of reality. From an intellectual point 
of view, it is fascinating to create a version of real-
ity that is accurate and somehow filled with mean-
ing and significance. 
Ambition: It is crucial to understand the past 
teaching and inspiration BY MARLENE MORA 
, 
and to understand why things are the way they 
are. I tell my students to read the newspaper and 
find out what is going on. Otherwise you can't be a 
good citizen and you can easily be manipulated. 
Teaching: The contact with students is really 
energizing and puts things in balance. They do 
influence me and I learn from them, especially in 
my cartoons class because so many of them are in 
tune to interesting animation and interesting 
alternative cartoonists. In some cases, they are 
the ones teaching me. 
Balance: I don't balance it all very well. I work 
in the summers as much as I can. I work on week-
ends. I think the main problem with teachers here 
at Columbia is that we work so much and need 
more time to think and create. 
Chicago: I came here [to the U.S.] in 1980. I 
was in Chicago because my husband got a job here 
and I was finishing my dissertation at the 
Newberry Library. I applied in 1990 to Columbia 
College and have been here since. It is a very urban 
school and I grew up in a big city, so that is very 
comfortable. I love the diversity of Columbia. 
Historian 
Teresa 
Prados-
Torreira says 
her job is 
like being a 
detective. 
KELLY BRYAN 
KELLY BRYAN 
Pilates instructor Veronica Guadalupe enjoys watching students see their own improvement. 
• • • 
est1ne_ to _ance 
VERONICA GUADALUPE BEGAN DANCING 
when she was three years old and knew she want-
ed to be a professional dancer at the age of 10, 
when she received her first pair of pointe shoes. 
She trained at the Virginia School of the Arts and 
performed in Italy and France before returning to 
Chicago to apprentice at the River North Dance 
Company. 
Today she teaches Pilates at Columbia College 
and other Chicago locations and dances with the 
Luna Negra Dance Company, where she is able to 
dance a variety of traditional and contemporary 
Latin dance styles. 
Inspiration: It is a really hard profession. I 
have definitely had my ups and downs. There was 
one point in my career when I was contemplating 
quitting. Then I broke my leg and I had to stop 
dancing for six months, and it killed me. Having 
that experience reminded me how much I love 
doing what I do. Something is definitely missing 
in my life if I am not dancing. 
Ambition: I want to continue teaching Pilates 
probably for the rest of my life. I think some day I 
will have my own studio or a studio in my own 
house. Some of my colleagues wait tables or bar-
tend and have to be on their feet all day or work 
really odd hours. 
Teaching: When I teach kids to dance, I love to 
see that they see themselves improving. They say, 
"Wow, I never thought that I would be able to do 
this, and I can! And it's because you made me do 
this and it made me better." 
Balance: I've had most of my clients for a cou-
ple of years. Most of them come and see me per-
form on a regular basis and they understand that 
teaching them is my second priority. 
Chicago: I love Chicago and wouldn't want to 
be anywhere else. It's such a beautiful city, and 
rich with diversity and culture. This city can 
embrace a company with a mission to have all 
Hispanic choreographers because Hispanic peo-
ple are everywhere around us. We are from all dif-
ferent places. Some were raised here and others 
were not, and it's a beautiful thing. 
Marlene Mora can be reached at 
mar1;mora@yahoo.com 
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DOES YOUR PENMANSHIP REVEAL YOUR PERSONALITY? 
' 
(t ECHO WINTER I SPRING 2006 
I'm going to ask you to write some sentences and sign your 
name," says Linda Annen, a handwriting analyst. 
''Any suggestions?'' I ask. 
''No, I want you to write whatever comes into your head.'' 
Annen is staring at me from across the table, our coffees 
long since gone cold, waiting for my personality to spring 
onto the paper. I know enough about handwriting analysis 
to be nervous. Will the loop in the Y in my signature show 
that I'm a sexual deviant? What if the pressure of my pen 
reveals that I'm a self-centered boaster? If I write with a 
downward slant, does it really mean I'm a pessimist? 
I' 
I 
, 
BY KIM REED 
If you believe in 
graphoanalysis, it 
might. Commonly 
known as handwriting analysis, graphoanalysis 
is a method used to pinpoint personality traits by 
detecting established patterns in various aspects 
of an individual's writing. 
"It allows for an unbiased way of determining 
personality and potential without input from the 
candidate," says Greg Greco, president of the 
International Graphoanalysis Society (IGS), based 
in New Kensington, Penn. An experienced 
graphoanalyst should be able to decipher people's 
social interaction skills, dominant characteristics, 
hidden talents and strengths by scrutinizing the 
slant, margin, pressure and specifics of their let-
tering. 
An age-old quest 
The origins of graphoanalysis go back as far as 
the second century when the Roman historian 
Suetonius Tranquillus deemed Augustus Caesar 
"mean" because the ruler's letters were not ade-
quately separated. Philosophers in ancient China 
were simultaneously using handwriting as a tech-
nique to understand personality. 
In the 17th Century, Camillo Baldo, an Italian 
physician, wrote a manuscript 
about graphoanalysis: "How to 
Judge the Nature and Qualities of a 
Person by Looking at a Letter He has Written." 
But graphoanalysis didn't become quasi-scientific 
until the late 19th Century, when Jean Michon of 
France created a comprehensive system of analy-
sis. After that, graphology began to be used as a 
tool in the field of psychology, and it took hold in 
Europe, where it is still highly regarded in the aca-
demic and business world. 
It wasn't adopted as quickly in the United 
States. Between 1912 and 1928, Milton Bunker 
founded a standardized system known as grapho-
analysis. In 1929, he started the International 
Graphoanalysis Society (IGS). According to the 
IGS website, "Bunker empirically tested every rule 
and sign to verify that they worked consistently. 
Bunker claimed that if each one worked at least a 
thousand times, he considered it valid." 
"Most of graphoanalysis has not changed over 
the past 75 years," says Greco. Today, it is used by 
banks, police stations, psychologists and sociolo-
gists, federal agencies and corporate companies, 
but in nearly every case it is used as a supplement 
to other strategies for determining information 
about people, not as a replacement. 
How it works 
Handwriting analysts can work with as little as 
a signature and a date, but they prefer a longer 
and more controlled writing sample. "The stan-
dard for doing an analysis is a cursive sample 
written with a dark ballpoint pen on unlined white 
paper," Greco says. "The sample should take up 
the entire page and it should be signed and dated 
at the end." 
Companies have found various uses for hand-
writing analysis. "Banks or professions dealing 
with the handling of money will sometimes 
employ consultants to determine if an employee is 
trustworthy, as well as for forgery purposes," says 
Annen, who has been a graphologist for more than 
a decade. "It can also be used in corporate settings 
to better assess the current positions of employees 
and aid placement for maximum productivity. It 
shows who clashes or works well in teams. 
Sociologists and psychologists also use it much in 
the same way as inkblots. You can tell who needs 
help and who is having problems in their life by 
handwriting, or their doodles, for that matter." 
Handwriting analysts can learn their trade and 
become certified by graphoanalysis organizations, 
though not all analysts seek certification. 
Accreditation by a graphology organization or 
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COURTESY OF KIM REED 
Kim Reed's handwriting suggested she should 
avoid a career as an accountant or veterinarian. 
society is required for those who work in business 
or legal settings, but it isn't required for those who 
use their skill for entertainment. 
The party circuit 
Annen, who is part of the party circuit, is 
uncertified and charges $100 an hour. If she is 
working a large party, she may spend as little as 
five or 10 minutes with each participant, but she 
says an hour is necessary for a complete assess-
ment. 
"Generally people are amazed and they think 
we're psychic. Believe me, it has nothing to do 
with being psychic," says Annen. 
She is bothered by the fact that graphoanalysis 
is considered an "obscure science"- if it is consid-
ered a science at all. "It can be a useful tool to 
study people," she insists. "All consultants' style in 
describing what they find differs slightly, but we 
all generally pick out the same personality types. 
That should say something." 
It should, and it's probably why I'm still poised 
with my pen above my paper, unable to write any-
thing for her. "People generally blank out when 
they first sit down to write," Annen reassures me. 
I finally commit three sentences to paper. She 
gets up and sits in the booth next to me, bringing 
with her a large magnifying glass, which she does-
n't use, and a pen. 
"So we're looking at slant, margins, slant of let-
ters, slant of lines and your three zones, and this is 
what I'm seeing," Annen says when she returns, as 
she flips the paper around. 
Her conclusions? "You shouldn't become a vet-
erinarian, accountant or anything to do with pre-
cise details or math, and sales is really not for you 
if you want to be happy." That sounds fine. I am a 
perfectionist in some matters, but not when it 
comes to numbers. 
"You'd be great as a doctor, too," she continues. 
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TRY IT YOURSELF 
It takes training and expe-
rience to develop the ability 
to analyze handwriting, but 
even a novice can start to 
decipher traits. 
"Once you start, you'll be 
hooked," says Linda Annen, 
a handwriting analyst in 
Plainfield, Ill. "You'll never 
look at your mom's grocery 
list or your friends' notes the 
same way." 
To get started, write a 
paragraph in either ballpoint 
or fountain pen on unlined 
paper. Annen suggests 
assessing these key feat ures: 
Slant: The slope is sup-
posed to express internal 
feelings. People with little 
slant are ruled by logic and 
keep their emotions under 
control. A leftward slant sug-
gests a person who is cau-
t ious with new people and 
looks to the past to under-
stand experiences. A right-
ward slant suggests the 
writer is uninhibited and 
optimistic. 
Margins: Margins are sup-
posed to reveal many things 
about people and their sense 
of their place in the world. A 
few examples: Balanced mar-
gins show respect for bound-
aries and an appreciation for 
the way one's clothes and 
surroundings look. Wide left 
margins are said to show 
conf idence about the future. 
Wide right margins are asso-
ciated with reserved, conser-
vative people who stay in 
fai ling relationships and sur-
round themselves with 
despondent people. 
Ovals: The spacing of let-
ters typical ly is associated 
with communication styles. 
Large openings on the tops 
of O's and /l:s are supposed 
to suggest the writer is loud, 
enthusiastic and open to 
new situations. Smaller 
openings are said to show 
the writer is sensitive and a 
natural conversationalist. 
Ovals that are shut tight sug-
gest the person is mysteri-
ous-the strong silent type. 
People with left loops in 
their ovals show a lack of 
self-respect and put others 
before themselves. Right-
sided loops reveal a secretive 
nature. 
T's: T's represent goals that 
can be applied to work, 
school or relationships. If the 
bar is above the vertica l line 
and doesn't touch, it indi-
cates the writer has future 
goals that are unattainable. 
If the bar is just touching the 
line, the goals are realistic. 
T's crossed near the bottom 
indicate that the writer 
underestimates his or her 
abilities. If the bar curls up, 
the writer isn't concerned 
with goals. If the bars are 
strong and distinct, that 
shows the writer is a self-
starter. 
M's and N's: People who 
write rounded, expanding 
tops on their letters are 
entertaining and artistic, 
think methodically and are 
ruled by intuition. Rounded 
and compressed letters sug-
gest the writer is always col-
lecting information and 
makes decisions slowly. 
Sharp wedges or mountain 
peaks show impulsivity and 
curiosity. Needle-point tops 
reveal a quick thinker. 
Undefined letters show an 
unreliable, weak thinker. 
Doodles and colors: 
Handwriting analysts believe 
that doodles can indicate 
traits and even problems. For 
example, they say arrows 
show sexual tension or ambi-
tion if pointed upward, 
while circles show independ-
ence, boxes reveal logical 
self-control, dots show t he 
abil ity to concentrate, and 
lines reveal honesty. 
If this piques your inter-
est, many books are avail-
able to help you hone your 
skills. More information is 
available on the website of 
the International 
Graphoanalysis Society: 
www.igas.com. -KR 
"To be honest, if you ever thought about becoming 
a pediatrician, do it, because your L's don't have 
big loops. It means you're a steady thinker, good 
in emergency situations; you always know what to 
do under pressure. In fact, you probably scare 
people with how calm you are in bad situations." 
This is uncannily like me. The pediatrician part 
just makes me laugh, however. 
"There's also a lot of wanting in your personal 
life," she says. "Your slant is backwards. That tells 
me that maybe you've been having a bad relation-
ship, maybe you broke up with someone recently." 
Now we're pretty far from correct. My boyfriend 
and I have been together for five years. 
the legitimacy in all this. On the one hand, she 
detected some of my dominant traits as well as a 
couple of random ones, such as a close relation-
ship with my mother. On the other hand, maybe 
the categories are so broad and all-encompassing 
that it's hard to be wrong. If a student journalist 
sought you out and drove to your town in the sub-
urbs to interview you on a school day, do you real-
ly need to look at her writing to tell you she takes 
initiative? 
As we part ways, I can't help but wonder about 
Some people clearly believe you do. Those of us 
who still have doubts might just want to work on 
our penmanship. 
Kim Reed can be reached at 
Kimberly.Reed@myoasis.colum.edu. 
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When you want a good sandwich, go somewhere else. 
If you want the best sandwich in town, or rather, 
fourteen of the best, come to Dagwood's. 
Where else are you going to find sandwiches like the 
Wicked 'Wich, a spicy blend of chicken breast and 
melted cheddar on top of a fresh-baked roll, or our 
Dagwood, ten-whole-inches of seven meats and four 
cheeses? And if salads are your thing, we've got those. 
Bunches of 'em! Along with a variety of juices, shakes, 
and Intelligentsia coffees. And if you swing by in the 
morning, we've also got breakfast! 
Why else would you go anywhere but Dagwood's? 
We're Chicago's newest and best . 
_, 
GANC7 ICH FAC--n~ RY 
.. 
162 North Franklin St. (at Randolph) in Chicago 
phone 312 845 5001 fax 312 845 5002 
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For Chicago's singing cabdriver, it's all about the journey 
BY DOUGLAS HANSEN 
ehold Ray St. Ray, the 
singing cabdriver. 
With hiMged eye-
brows and a Johnny 
Olson voice, St. Ray, 48, 
takes his passengers to their desti-
nations with an attentiveness that's 
typically associated with white 
tablecloths. 
He's a bit of an eccentric. This much is clear 
after one look at his pink, purple, yellow and char-
treuse paisley necktie that's tucked into a wool, 
eight-button vest and wrapped around a popped 
collar. 
St. Ray is, above all, a showman. His career, if 
that is the right word for it, began with an epiphany 
on New Year's Eve, 1990. On stage at an open mic 
night, St. Ray decided to pursue a career in music 
and, eventually, film and television. He was unem-
ployed and had no musical training, but devised a 
plan. "It would have to be a plan that would fit my 
new life agenda to never get a job again, but instead 
create the kind of life that I would want to read a 
book or see a movie about," he says. 
That plan soon became the Singing Cabdriver. 
"It's kind of like one of those things where I got a 
day job that I like with flexible hours, no career 
commitment, daily cash flow, ample opportunities 
to promote myself, and a company car to go see my 
kids . " 1n. 
Today the former art director for Triad, the 
mid-7os rival to the Chicago Reader, has a reper-
toire of 88 original songs that he places in four cat-
egories: love, sex, social significance and other. 
He'll sing them to passengers, a cappella, for no 
additional charge. 
If St. Ray is to be believed, 95 percent of his fares 
request a song. "I chose a song from the 'love' cate-
gory," says rider Jennnifer McCartle, "and he sang 
me this song about fresh love or something ["Fresh 
Love, New Love"]. Even he said it was sappy, but I 
liked it. A cabbie singing about anything fresh was 
a treat." 
Susan Dusses falls into the other five percent. 
Exhausted after a double shift at her restaurant job 
and in a hurry to surprise her boyfriend before he 
left work, she hailed a taxi. "I gave him a better tip 
because he was really nice, but I just was not trying 
to have a show in the car," she says. 
Such is the life in the service industry, and it has 
allowed St. Ray to "live indoors and eat fairly regu-
larly." It also supports his necktie habit. He has 
1,500 of them, and choosing which one to wear 
each day can literally tie him up. 
After hitting the snooze button every day at 8 or 
9 a.m. and eventually getting out of bed by midday, 
St. Ray putzes around the house for a couple of 
hours, reads a couple chapters of a book, watches 
some television (he religiously tapes "The 
Simpsons," "Arrested Development," "My Name is 
Earl," "Prisonbreak," "Lost" and "The Phil Silver 
Show"), sometimes writes a little (he's finished two 
unpublished novels), fixes a meal and picks out his 
clothes. 
"Being a clotheshorse of th1ift-store elegance, it 
sometimes takes me an hour to get dressed," says 
St. Ray, who was named the International Taxicab 
and Livery Association's Taxicab Services Driver of 
the Year in 1995. He's still not sure why he was 
STACY SMITH 
given this honor. 
Ray St. Ray, the 
singing cabdriver, 
croons in four 
categories: love, 
sex, social signifi-
cance and other. 
St. Ray leases his taxi from Yellow Cab, which 
means that he pays to drive whether or not he picks 
up fares. Still, he uses the cab as his personal vehi-
cle, picking up customers at his leisure. 
It's a lifestyle choice, he says. "I have an apart-
ment full of stuff, a couple of kids that have grown 
up, a job that I love, and I've been married three 
times. I've pretty much attained the American 
dream." 
He still hopes to be discovered and have a movie 
made about his life, but he's not in a hurry. 
"Every day that person doesn't find me, my 
price goes up, so what's the hurry?" he says. "It's a 
very Ayn Rand, Razor's Edge, Zen Buddhist kind of 
thing." 
Douglas Hansen can be reached at dp@.fillip.org 
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THE EVENING OF OCTOBER 8 , 1871 forever 
changed the city of Chicago. A perfect set of cir-
cumstances, not a cow, were responsible for the 
blaze that would leave an indelible imprint on the 
bourgeoning metropolis. 
Fires were commonplace in the young city of 
Chicago. Many homes were built entirely of wood, 
and there hadn't been a drop of rain for weeks. The 
fire department was undermanned and exhausted 
from battling an all-night fire 
on the West Side the previous 
night, according to Columbia 
College history professor 
Dominic Pacyga. 
The fire started near the 
corner of Roosevelt and 
DeKoven, where the Fire 
Academy is located today, 
and moved from the south-
west to the northeast. Those 
who escaped to the south sur-
vived. But in a frenzied panic, 
many people fled to the 
shores of Lake Michigan. 
Trying to escape the heat of 
the fire, some ventured too 
far into the lake and 
drowned. 
War hero, to bring order to the city, further trying 
this faith and revealing the underlying fears of con-
flict between the now-visible class lines. 
"The working class, the working class aldermen 
and even the governor opposed this because it was 
basically an act of repression against the poor," 
Pacyga says. Immediately after the fire, there was a 
prevailing fear that the Irish and other working 
class people were running through the streets, rap-
troops were to ensure that citizens stayed in the 
areas where they belonged, and were empowered 
to shoot any citizen who did not obey their orders. 
"To a large degree, the occupation aimed to 
reestablish the social and spatial barriers that had 
been lost to the disordering force of disaster," 
Sawislak writes. 
The general was essentially protecting the inter-
ests of the business leaders who had demanded his 
services in the first place while 
disregarding the safety of the 
majority of the Fire's victims-
the lower class, according to 
Sawislak. He specifically 
placed his troops in areas to 
protect "the wealth and treas-
ure of the city yet in safes," 
according to the New York 
Tribune. 
Lincoln Park was under 
construction. It had been the 
site of the city cemetery, and 
the bodies were being 
exhumed and moved to 
Graceland Cemetery. "People 
were jumping into these open 
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The fire caused a frenzied panic. The people of Chicago fled in all directions. 
On the morning of October 
21, city prosecutor Thomas 
Grovesnor was walking home 
through the dark streets. A 
young member of General 
Sheridan's home guard 
ordered Grovesnor to halt, 
unaware of his stature. 
Grovesnor didn't obey, and the 
young man fatally shot him. 
Mayor Mason had no choice 
but to relieve the General and 
his troops of duty two days 
later, ending a period "of 
dearth, of panic, and of mili-
tary law," according to The 
graves to get away from the fire," Pacyga says. "But 
when the fire passed over, it sucked all the oxygen 
out and people would suffocate in the graves." 
The fire lasted 24 hours before it was quelled 
with the help of a rainstorm, according to histori-
an Karen Sawislak. Those who survived on the 
shores of Lake Michigan included people of bla-
tantly different classes, thrust together on the sand 
by a calamitous experience. "The extremes of 
wealth and squalor had been dwelling within a 
stone's throw of each other," write Elias Colbert 
and Everett Chamberlin, authors of the 1872 book 
Chicago and the Great Conflagration. "These 
inequalities of societies were now leveled off as 
smooth as the beach itself." 
Then the looting began. Colbert and 
Chamberlin describe the "rough, transient fellows" 
who "smashed windows, reckless of the severe 
wounds inflicted on their naked hands, and with 
bloodied fingers rifled impartially, fighting 
viciously for the spoils of their forays. The sight 
was one of unparalleled sublimity and terror." 
"As survivors watched unrestrained mobs of 
people poking through the ruins, their faith in the 
gospel of progress was tested," writes Ross Miller, 
author of The Great Chicago Fire. Mayor Roswell 
B. Mason called in General Philip Sheridan, a Civil 
ing young women and pillaging what was left from 
the ruins. Rumors circulated about pillagers hang-
ing from lampposts after the Yankee fathers 
avenged their daughters. 
"It was mostly hearsay, like a lot of the looting 
stories in New Orleans," Pacyga says. "It was imag-
ination or it was very little and the Eastern media 
made a bigger thing out of it. But look what it sheds 
light on." 
Rumors began to spread that the fire was 
caused by arson. The Chicago Times, a haven for 
sensational journalism, printed the "confession" of 
a French communist who had set fire to the city. 
Many people believed that "a mania for arson had 
overtaken the more desperate and ignorant classes 
of the community," according to Colbert and 
Chamberlin. 
The extensive losses only increased class ten-
sion. "The physical experience of devastation com-
pounds what are often social anxieties of long 
standing," writes Sawislak in Smouldering City. 
As a result, many people welcomed the sight of 
the army and the installation of martial law "as 
heartily as the citizens of this free country are gen-
erally supposed to abominate such demonstrates 
of force," Colbert and Chamberlin note. 
A curfew was strictly enforced at sundown. The 
Great Conjlaguration. 
The citizens then began to rebuild their 34-
year-old city, turning it into a modern, industrial 
metropolis that would become the second largest 
in the nation. But for many laborers, tradesmen 
and other working class citizens, the influx of 
migrant laborers and eager entrepreneurs chal-
lenged their fundamental views of the free-market 
system-and forced them to wonder if they would 
ever recover. 
All wasn't destroyed 
"There's this myth that we have that the whole 
city burned down, that only the Water Tower sur-
vived, but that's not true," says Pacyga. "More than 
300 people died and 100,000 were homeless. But 
there were 300,000 people living in the city at the 
time, so two-thirds of the population still had 
homes." 
Furthermore, many of the industries that had 
spurred the city's recent growth-the railroads, 
stockyards, lumberyards and steel mills-were still 
intact. Unlike New Orleans, Chicago was a "signif-
icant player in an international economy," accord-
ing to University of Chicago history professor Neil 
Harris. "And it was in the interest of economic 
actors to see the city reconstructed." 
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As news of the disaster spread, aid arrived. 
"Men of many nations mobilized into the first 
international relief effort in history," according to 
the Chicago Historical Society. Food, supplies and 
other support flowed in from 44 U.S. states and 
territories and more than 29 foreign countries. 
The city received approximately $5 million in aid. 
Teams of politicians and citizens gathered the 
injured and sick and placed them in churches that 
hadn't been burned. In order to properly distrib-
ute aid, Mayor Roswell B. Mason directed the 
Chicago Relief and Aid Society to allocate funds to 
the neediest, but this didn't consistently happen. 
"It was really an upper-class institution," Pacyga 
says. "It reflected the prejudices at the time." 
Many German immigrants who lived in cheap 
pine houses on Pine Street (now Michigan 
Avenue) had no home insurance. They were 
skilled workers and easily could have rebuilt if 
they had been given the materials, but the Relief 
and Aid Society wouldn't give it to them. 
"They had to pass a strenuous test," Pacyga 
explains. "Of course, Marshall Field could pass 
that test because he lost a lot of money, but if you 
were poor [you couldn't]. In a society that accepts 
Social Darwinism, where the rich are rich because 
they're better, the poor are [then] viewed as sub-
human." 
Anti-immigrant sentiment also came into play. 
The Chicago Times editorialized against the North 
Side Germans for their intention to rebuild their 
pine houses. "If they do not like our American 
institutions and ways, let them return from 
whence they came," wrote the paper. 
German immigrants saw it differently. Their 
pine houses embodied a "defining component of 
life in America-the ability of less prosperous peo-
ple to own their homes," Sawislak writes. If the 
government imposed harsh restrictions prevent-
ing them from rebuilding their homes, that would 
violate the very reason they had come to America. 
There never was a formal resolution to the 
debate over what materials citizens could use for 
rebuilding, according to Pacyga, until an 1874 fire 
in the South Loop. Mayor Joseph Medill, elected 
on a platform that included promises of fireproof-
ing the city, signed an ordinance extending the 
requirements that buildings be constructed of 
stone "over both a larger portion of the downtown 
and wealthy residence districts immediately to the 
south and west of the city's center," writes 
Sawislak. But the German North Side residents 
had won their battle with city legislators and were 
free to build their homes with wood. 
According to Pacyga, most Chicagoans were 
eager to brush off the ashes and rebuild. 
"[They've] got that Western grit and Christian for-
titude, and they're just going to pick themselves 
up and march into the future," he says. William D. 
Kerfoot constructed a makeshift frame building at 
the former site of his real estate office, with a sign 
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outside that read, "All gone but wife, children and 
energy." Four days after the fire, a Chicago 
Tribune editorial reminded citizens, "All is not 
lost ... Let us avail ourselves of the liberal spirit 
which the country has shown in our calamity ... Let 
the watchword henceforth be CHICAGO SHALL 
RISE AGAIN!" 
Ironically, the initial plan of the reconstructed 
Tribune building was poor and cheap, according 
to the History of Chicago Encyclopedia. "The 
same is true of many others as at first planned," 
H.W. Thomas writes. "But the businessmen were 
much together in those days of a common loss; 
they talked together, they reasoned as to what was 
best to do; and the result was that one encouraged 
the other." 
Order out of chaos 
In the years before the devastation caused by 
the fire, the city was rapidly spreading in all direc-
tions. There was no plan for organizing the build-
ings and business in the downtown area. 
"The idea was that the market would deal with 
it," Pacyga says. "There is no urban planning at 
this time. It doesn't really develop until 1909, 
when Daniel Burnham creates the Chicago Plan, 
which is still looked upon as the 'golden test' of 
urban planning." 
Before the fire, businesses, shops and ware-
houses were widely scattered throughout the city, 
making business transactions more expensive. 
The fire provided an opportunity to organize the 
downtown area, what Pacyga calls "separation-by-
function." 
"All the high-end retail moves to State Street, 
the lower-end retail moves to Wabash because the 
'L' runs over it and darkens it somewhat. 
Michigan Avenue becomes the cultural center and 
LaSalle Street becomes the financial district," 
• 
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TOP Rumors circulated 
that looters were being 
hanged from lampposts. 
LEFT Chicagoans were 
eager to rebuild. The 
first store was erected 
amid the rubble. 
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Pacyga says. The well-timed arrival of several 
inventions-the electric elevator, electric lights 
and water pumps-allowed architects and engi-
neers to build skyscrapers 10 stories and higher. 
The World's Fair in 1893 marked a symbolic 
end to the rebuilding, even though most of it had 
been completed within three months of the devas-
tation. The celebration lasted six months and 
attracted more than 26 million visitors, but they 
were deterred from viewing the revitalized Loop 
because the Exposition was held several miles 
south along the lakefront in Jackson Park. 
The visitors were invited to view the city's suc-
cess "not in its remarkable actuality, but in an 
organized form that allegorized the reality," writes 
Miller. When Europeans did eventually stray to 
the Loop, they were confronted with a haunting 
future: "They see these huge towers, a stinking 
river, throngs of people jostling in the street-and 
it scares the hell out of them," Pacyga says. 
The fair had officially launched the city to 
international recognition, fortifying the boastful 
claims of city leaders and citizens. 
Chicago emerged from the ashy ruins an indus-
trial juggernaut. "ChicagO' is symbolic of the New 
World, this new industrial America," Pacyga says. 
The conflict between workers and supervisors 
would not smolder in the immediate future, 
instead it gradually worsened with time and sym-
bolized the constant struggle that comes with 
wide-spread change. "They still hadn't made 
peace with the idea of this new capitalism," 
Pacyga says. 
As New Orleans struggles to rebuild itself and 
its collective identity, perhaps its residents and 
leaders, too, will find in the catastrophe a catalyst 
for change and a new beginning. 
Greg Kazmer can be reached at 
gkazmer@gmail.com 
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BRING YOUR OWN CUPIMAX 24 OZ.J AND Fill UP ON 
2 I RAFTS AN I 3 ''I-CALL-ITS'' ... 
1/2 PRICE APPETIZERS 
The legacy continues at 
McFadden's Chicago ... 
the only place to be 
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
1206 North State Parkway 
www.mcfaddenssaloon.com 
For more information contact 
tfJ" Gina at 312.475 . 9450 . 
BY ROB BUIKEMA 
Tom Skilling began his media 
career at the age of 14 while 
working for a radio station in 
Aurora, Ill., but it wasn't until he 
attended the University of 
Wisconsin in Madison that he 
became fascinated with the 
weather and everything that 
comes along with it. He went on 
to work in Wisconsin and 
Florida before he returned to 
Chicago, where he has been 
forecasting lake-effect snow-
storms and record high October 
temperatures for the past 27 
years. 
Why are people so 
obsessed with the weather? 
People plan everything 
around weather: the way they 
dress, their activities, their work. 
People's lives are altered by 
weather. It affects the way they 
feel. 
Why have you chosen to 
stay at WGN rather than 
move to a national net-
work? 
Chicago has an exciting 
weather market, more fascinat-
ing than most other places. 
Why do you put up with 
our winters in Chicago? 
Winter is great because the 
year I started [in 1978] at WGN 
was the year that Chicago got 
almost 90 inches of snow, one of 
the largest snows on record. 
Why, in the movie "The 
Weatherman," do people 
take their frustration out on 
the forecaster when the 
weather isn't what they 
want or expect? 
Sometimes, when telling the 
weather, forecasters win and 
sometimes forecasters lose. We 
may decide to cover one weather 
event and it turns out to be not 
that important and not cover an 
event that is. People in Chicago 
have been very nice to me over 
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WGN'S TOM SKILLING ANSWERS 
OUR PRESSING ''WHY'' QUESTIONS 
ILLUSTRATION BY MARK MOLESKI 
the years. Hopefully, people 
don't get any ideas coming from 
the movie, like how they began 
throwing food at Nicolas Cage's 
character. 
Why, with all of the tech-
nology we have, is weather 
so difficult to predict? 
We have the same accuracy as 
in the 1960s, but back then we 
could only predict weather two 
days ahead. Now we can predict 
it in five. Today we are able to 
see models of weather from 
around the world, visualize it in 
ways we never have before. In 
the last five years, track predic-
tions of storms are amazing. 
The public's perception lags 
behind the reality of weather 
technology. 
Why have storms intensi-
fied in recent years? 
There are cycles that go on. 
But storms are beginning to hit 
larger populations because of 
population growth and the fact 
that buildings were erected dur-
ing slow hurricane seasons. 
Hurricanes happened in earlier 
years in the oceans, but no one 
knew unless a fishing boat ran 
into one. 
Why doesn't Chicago ever 
seem to get tornadoes even 
though we are in tornado 
alley? 
Tornado cycles happen just as 
hurricane cycles do. There was a 
1976 cycle in Chicago that killed 
hundreds of people. It could 
happen again. 
Why is your column in 
the Tribune titled "Ask Tom 
Why'' even though it rarely 
has a ''wby" question? 
I never thought about it like 
that. Maybe it should be 
renamed "Ask Tom How" 
because that I can answer. The 
title was proposed to me [by the 
Tribune]. Fact is, only God could 
tell you "why." 
Rob Buikema can be reached at 
rob.n.buikema@sbcglobal.net. 
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REGULAR SCHEDULE 
W ed+ Thu 8pm, 
Fri 7+ 1 Opm, Sat 4, 7+ 1 Opm 
Sun 1,4+7pm 
Schedule subject to change. 
. 
' :< 
' 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
Box Office 773.348.4000 
ticketmaster 312.902.1500 
t icketmaster.com 
Group Sales 773.348.3300 
• 
LOCATION 
Briar Street Theatre 
31 33 North Halsted Chicago 
1.800.BLUEMAN 
blueman.com 
Student Rush Tickets may be purchased at the box office with a valid ID 2 hours before show time. 
2 tickets per ID. Subject to availability. Schedule subject to change, visit blueman.com for the most 
up-to-date schedule. · @ eMP 
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CALUMET PHOTOGRAPHIC'S 
EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT PROGRAM 
Check out Calumet's ESP for everything you need to be a successful 
photo student. From traditional products to the latest digital gear, 
we've got you covered. 
ESP MEMBERS ENJOY THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS: 
• Special student pricing on selected products. 
• Exclusive articles, galleries and educational 
information on our website, plus 24/7 access to 
product information and ordering. 
• Full support of all manufacturers' educational 
discount programs, including Calumet's. 
• Nationwide seminars and training programs 
on subjects ranging from traditional to 
digital photography. 
• Ten photographic retail centers located 
throughout the continental United States . 
let's get started - register today! 
Visit calumetphoto.com 
and look for this icon. 
Registration/Login 
You can also contact us through 
richard.newman@calumetphoto.com 
or 1.800.462.2550, ext. 2360. 
Educational 
~ Support 
: /21:t. Program 
W6~ta~~~~ 
PHOTOGRAPHIC 
www.calumetphoto.com 
